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ABSTRACT

APPROPRIATE RURAL TECHNOLOGY FOR RURAL
DEVELOPMENT: A GUIDE FOR TEACHING RURAL PEOPLE TO
SOLVE THEIR GARBAGE AND WASTE PROBLEM
By Hector Correa

This work is a guide for those whose prime endeavor is to teach science and
appropriate technology to the rural population. Presented in two parts, the Part One
is primarily focused on the refuse and waste problems encountered by our
community in conjunction with my research and teaching experiences during my
year long educational program. This guide was continually revised and tested
during and after the process of teaching. Discussion on major key concepts of
science and appropriate technologies are included in Part One. A full bibliography
is also included. The curriculum model (Part Two) has been implemented and tested
to fit the needs of a rural community in Lomas and Cubuy, Can6vanas, Puerto
Rico. An objective discussion of the needs and description of such a rural
community is included. This work also includes a philosophy and methodology of
education that relies upon the use of science and appropriate technology concepts as
solutions to the needs of food and energy for poor people. TJle completed work
represents an effort to develop a methodology of teaching untrained persons of
limited formal education the concepts of science and appropriate technology for their
application in rural living. The document is accompanied by a small scale

-

demonstration project described in Part Two.
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INTRODUCTION
Rural areas throughout the world share the same needs: housing, food, energy, and
transportation, among others. But those needs are ancient, from millennia ago, prior
to civilization, and they still exist. The paradox is that when human beings try to
solve problems, they create more needs.

Today we have needs for

telecommunications, health services, education, buying or borrowing wealth, etc.
The world today relies much more on consumerism than conservationism. This
behavior could about catastrophic consequences. Scientists and technicians from all
over the world are looking ways to preserve and save our already damaged
environment.

Our air, water and soil are threatened by contamination

produced by humans in pursuit of satisfying their basic needs. But what seems
contradictory is that many scientists and technologists believe that "any problem
created by technology can be solved by technology". I am of the belief,
however, that a more appropriate technology should be considered. A technology
that relies more on cooperation and self-reliance and is decentralized. A comparison
between appropriate technology and big technology shows a real contrast in values,
as Professor Fujimoto, at University of California, Davis, once stated; "a contrast as
real as the difference between self-reliance and dependence, self-determination and
centralization, and cooperation vs. competition. These contrasts represent vastly
different ways of looking at the world" (Fujimoto, 1977).
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CHAPTER ONE
RATIONALE FOR THIS WORK
1. 1- The Problem at National Level
Our modem era has pushed us to an extreme of consuming. The continuous
change of habits supported by commercial advertising, new pr�ucts and a growing
population creates more waste for disposal. Waste disposition is a worldwide problem.
Poor people and rural communities are the most affected.
Puerto Rico, a commonwealth of the United States, is a Caribbean island,
approximately 35 miles wide and 100 miles long, with a population of approximately
3.2 million in 1980. Energy, potable water supply and solid waste disposal are
furnished as a utility or municipal service in Puerto Rico. Solid waste disposal
constitutes a major problem on the Island. In most cities of Puerto Rico, the levels of
waste collection is inadequate, leaving large segments of the rural population either
completely without collection services or with their needs only partially satisfied.
Inadequate waste disposal is another area of concern. Illicit dumping of solid wastes in
the surrounding areas, streets, and walkways is a consequence of inadequate collection;
the resulting conditions create vector breeding sites and other potentially public health
problems, odors and other public nuances. The lack of satisfactory household
sanitation facilities, especially in low-income neighborhoods, and inadequate excretion
disposal contributes to a high incidence of gastro-intestinal diseases. Additional harm
results from deficient final disposal of wastes, causing pollution of surface
water, and groundwater pollution by percolation of uncontrolled leacheate from
open dump sites. Air pollution results from the burning of garbage, among other
causes.
2
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1.2-The Amount of Solid Wastes Produced in Puerto Rico
In 1980, there were 67 municipalities and industries with dump sites for the
disposal of wastes throughout the Island.

Presently, these dump sites have

reached maximum capacity. Simultaneously, a gross estimate of 4,100 tons per day
(1PD) of municipal wastes were landfilled. By 1990, it is expected that this
amount will increase to 5,600 TPD (Rohena, 1982).
Waste water treannent plants generated about 48 TPD of sludge by 1980. By 1990,
it is estimated that it will be about 389 TPD. Almost all this sludge is put into
landfills. In addition, the island has been cited for operating inefficient operation
of these plants. Some of the companies operating the plants have faced
enforcement by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA (Rohena, 1982).
Three main types of agricultural wastes are produced in Pueno Rico: bagasse from
sugar cane, manure and slaughterhouse wastes. In general, all bagasse is burned
in boilers to generate low-pressure steam for sugar processing. (Note: there are
some new project developments on growing sugar cane for energy purposes). Over
1,600 TPD of man ure is estimated for production on the Island. The manure is
disposed of on site or applied to oxidation ponds. Slaughterhouse waste, estimated at
24 TPD in 1980, is landfilled (Robena, 1982). Table 1 shows the estimated
production of solid waste by type in a yearly basis in Pueno Rico.
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Table !-Estimate Production (tons) of Solid Waste by Type in Puerto Rico
Wastes

1968

1970

1980

1990

2000

Municipal

1,048,000

1,825,454

2,753,775

4,280,391

6,600,292

79,889

92,418

141,596

206,353

269,004

7,330,800

7,498,850

7,671,000

7,850,550

7,982,800

8,458,689

9,416,722

10,566,371

12,337,294

14,854,096

Industrial
Agricultural
Totals

Source: Estado Libre Asociado, 1987
1.3- Solid Waste ManagementPractices in Puerto Rico
Management of solid waste in Puerto Rico cUITently involves the Environmental
Quality Board (EQB), the Solid Waste Management Authority (SWMA), the
Department of Public Health, the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority
(PRASA), municipalities, private collectors, industry, and the general public (See
Appendix I).
The management of municipal wastes, both liquid and solid, continues to be a major
problem for urban officials. In all cities of Puerto Rico, waste management is a
resource-intensive process which consumes a sizeable portion of the municipal budget.
Solid waste collection and disposal in many cities represents 20 to 40 percent of the
municipal budget and

its

costs often requires major injections of national subsidies.

In the case of liquid wastes, it is estimated that the cost of providing collection,
treatment and disposal facilities represents an investment almost double the cost of
water supply services, and in many cases these investments in waste water systems
have not yet been made (Bartone, 1986).

-
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1.4-- The Problem at a Local Level: The Municipality of Can6vanas
Can6vanas is a city in the northeast of Puerto Rico. It is approximately one hour,
by car, from the capital, San Juan. The area is predominantly rural. There are many
barrios or communities in the municipality. One of these barrios is Cubuy
Lomas, with a population of approximately 10,000 people (Census, 1980). This
barrio is a beautiful tropical ever-green area at 500 feet above sea level, with a rain
precipitation of 89 inches per year (Departamento de Agricultura, 1985). The area is
half an hour from the city and an hour and a half from the metropolitan area by car.
The municipality's water resources consist of rivers and ravines. Although they are
not big enough for navigation, they have potential use for fishing, especially fresh
water shrimps. The land is fertile and suitable for cultivation, with a great extension of
biomass that includes a wide variety of wild endemic species (some of which
are endangered) (Departamento de Recursos Naturales, 1973). The area is part of a
larger extension of a mountain range (Sierra de Luquillo) located in

the

Caribbean National Forest, El Yunque (Geological Survey, USDA, 1977).
The Cubuy-Lomas barrio is a low-income rural community in which most residents
have a low level of formal education. Some of the population are small farmers, while
others work in the urban and metropolitan areas. However, most residents are
unemployed, especially the youth. Most of the youth have not completed secondary
school for economic reasons. In some cases, the young people are members of
families with many children, and parents cannot afford to keep them all in school, even
in the public school system. Others married young and left school to look for a job.
However, the situation in the entire country, with 17.7% unemployment rate does not
give them many opportunities. Moreover, these young people lack most work skills
that industries are seeking. Although there are some government agencies that offer

training to young people, these programs are concentrated in the urban and
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metropolitan

areas.

The distance and remoteness of the Cubuy-Lomas barrio

poses severe limitations for those who without a car, as public transportation is
an exorbitant cost inconsistent with the salaries that can be earned by these young
people.
Cubuy-Lomas has fertile land suitable for arable crop production, despite this fact,
few people use it for this purpose. The possible reasons for this may be due to the
socio-economic situation and the configuration of the land with its medium to high
slopes that are expensive to exploit. For those who are employed, most work in the
city, in the urban and metropolitan areas. Only a small number of people use the
land for small scale pastoral agriculture in which ruminant animals, such as cattle,
sheep, horses and goats graze. Other people breed pigs and chickens and grow
vegetables crops on a small scale. A minority are dedicated to shrimp fishing in the
river.
Houses in the community are constructed by the residents themselves. The majority
are constructed with concrete, and some with wood and corrugated zinc. The
community has elecoical energy, potable water and utility services. However,
these services are irregular and often faulty. Telephones exist only in some areas.
The potable water plant sources the water from the nearest river, by pumping, after
which it goes through a process of filtration, sedimentation and chlorination. None
of the families use latrines; most use septic tanks. Almost all these septic tanks are
used exclusively for toilet use. Water used in the kitchen, laundry and bath goes
directly to the land
The community also has a garbage disposal problem. Almost all families put their
garbage in bags or 55 gallons drums, near the road, for the garbage truck to pick up
for dumping in the nearest landfill. It is important to note that the Can6vanas
municipality does not have a landfill, and it has to pay for the garbage disposal facility
from an adjacent city. It is estimated that there are three pounds of garbage produced
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daily per capita. The worst aspect of this system is that the garbage trucks lack
access to many of the confined areas, leaving remote or distanced areas without the
pick up service.

1.5- My Area of Interest
The aforementioned problems motivated me to develop a working program in my
rural community: a program that includes the direct participation of rural residents in
managing their waste and garbage problems. For this reason, I developed an
educational program to teach science and appropriate technology based on the
concept of bioconversion. This program is suitable for persons with little to no
formal schooling such as the residents in my rural community.
My first major objective was the development of an experimental farm, a big and
ambitious project to be constructed in the community. However, during my studies, I
realized that I had to change the scope of the project.

Instead, I opted to

develop a demonstration project that would clearly show these ideas to the
residents. The reasons for this last change were due to the following:
- The financial resources needed were not available
- The necessary investment of time could not be made within the timeframe
of my educational program
As part of my studies, I made a preliminary report (in Spanish) about the feasibility
for constructing such a system (experimental farm) and found three basic requirements:
1. Legal and regulatory requirements for operation of a big size plant of biogas
using municipal solid wastes.

a. An Environmental Impact Study will be needed for the area. Such a study
could take one year or more.
2. Technical feasibility- related to high capital investment:
a. According to expert opinions, for a business venture, money and
time have to be invested.

-
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3. Management/Institutional Structure
a. A complex and bureaucratic management plan should be included.
Numerous agencies and institutions should have a role in this kind of
project This task is time consuming.
A very important resource to my work was the sponsoring organization,
Producir, Inc., a non-profit economic community development corporation, created
recently during my period of study.

Producir, Inc., a private non-profit

organization, was created for the purpose of improving the economic situation of
the community. It is a community-based effort by residents to address the serious
unemployment problem of my community. One of its major contributions is the
creation of a Center for Creativity and Invention that produces studies of new
possible business products to improve living conditions and teaches these new ideas
to residents.
Throughout my studies and projects, I worked with Producir, Inc.,
whereby its offices, facilities, as well as technical and secretarial resources were at
my disposal. (For more information on Producir, Inc., see Appendix II.)

CHAPTER TWO
FUNDAMENTALS ON APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
2.1- The Appropriate Technolo� Concept
Appropriate technology describes a wide range of technologies and practices,
some simple, and some vastly complex. They share a common goal: to find more
suitable and logical solutions to a given problem by using immediate resources
and technologies compatible with local resources and customs. They also share the
conceptual framework which holds that local groups are best able to solve local
problems with their available resources and skills. Appropriate technologies tend to
be people-oriented, more labor intensive, and hold the promise of providing
permanent, new energy sources now and for generations to come (NCAT, 1982).
2.2-Workin� Definition of Appropriate Technolo�
For simplicity and conciseness, the definition by L.C. Birch, an Australian
ecologist, is itself most appropriate. Appropriate technology is "small scale
technology with a human face". Appropriate technology tends to be (Birch, in
Melcher, 1980):
1. Small in scale-operations of a site are managed directly by people;
2. Decentralized- resources are supplied and technically controlled locally;
3. Simple in basic operational design, though not necessarily in materials used
or research applied;
4. Ecologically integrated- efficient use of renewable resources, and
noncontaminating;
5. Socially manageable- because of above, Appropriate technology
enhances human self-esteem and self-reliance.
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In Appropriate technology, the required capital investment, renewable energy
resources, and operational skills are usually within reach of individuals and small
groups. Appropriate technology can efficiently satisfy basic human needs such as
energy, food, water and waste disposal, but more importantly, it can do so by making
a person the producer as well as the consumer.
For the most part, basic human needs are presently met by large, centralized and
complex technological systems which are dependent upon extraordinary capital
investment, non-renewable energy sources, and sophisticated, mostly automated,
control operations. Of necessity, these systems must be managed by government or
by large corporations, either public or private. These large systems are increasingly
subject to disruptions from supply problems, labor disputes, lack of capital, and
technological breakdown. This growing instability signals the need to rethink the best
way to supply basic human needs.
However, appropriate technology is not focused on restoring antiquated
procedures. It may require specific advanced technologies, i.e. photovoltaics,
electronic controls, fabricated materials, etc., and it may

require

advanced manual

skills and understanding of technical information. Appropriate technology is a
technology of small-scale reminiscent of simpler times, but employing appropriate
20th century technological advances. Employing appropriate technology alters
life-styles and suggest different technical foundations-some old, some new-for
satisfying basic human needs, such as energy, food, and waste disposal.
Appropriate technology advocates small operations and decentralization such as
cottage industries, households moving toward self-sufficiency, recycling, a labor
intensive approach in lieu of automation, and other concepts that lessen waste and
unnecessary complexity. In addition, appropriate technology suggests that the
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most efficient way to meet needs is to accomplish the goal in the simplest way
possible. Thus, as an added bonus, appropriate technology offers the beauty of
simplicity. Life can be less frustrating and more measured.

Appropriate

technology does not challenge the good life, only the hectic life. In some
respects, using appropriate technology is analogous to the functioning of an
ecological system. The energy sources for appropriate technology (sun,
wind, water, biomass, etc.) are renewable and for the most part, universally
distributed. For this reason, the energy sources are locally available, requiring only a
technology of capture, much as the green plant captures the energy of the sun.
Because appropriate technology can be supplied by renewable energy sources,
it is ecologically sound and environmentally acceptable. Food, energy, water and
human waste disposal, all biological necessities, may also be handled locally using
appropriate technology thus replicating the ecological food and water system.
Recycling and reusing organic and manufactured materials has its ecological
counterpart in the cycling of mineral nutrients within the ecosystem. And, finally,
basic to all ecological systems is the prudent use of natural resources, which, when
translated into human terms, means conservation.
When broken down by type, more than 90 different technology distinctions can be
identified as appropriate technology. These technologies can be grouped into
seven overall categories. They include:
2.3- Conservation
Within this category there are many technologies including energy-efficient building
designs and demonstrations, transportation systems, water conservation, waste heat
recovery, recycling, lighting and window treatments, energy management, industrial
processes, building products, and appliances.

Technologies in this category

find simple solutions that save remarkable amounts of energy. For example,
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although it is not a general common practice in Puerto Rico, some groups of persons,
especially those living in poverty, solely derive their income by collecting and selling
paper, corrugated cardboard, aluminum cans, glass and metals to recycling plants.
2.4-SQ.lar
Solar related technologies cover many different areas. They include: space heating
and cooling, water heating, innovative collector designs, photovoltaics, greenhouses,
and mechanical power (Solar Energy Research Institute, 1981). In Puerto Rico, one of
the biggest solar projects is a photovoltaic system that generates 184,000 kilowatts
per hour of energy per year. The system was constructed on August, 1986 and is the
largest in Latin America (Val era, 1987).

2.5-Biomass
This category includes several bioconversion technologies, ranging from alcohol
and methane fuel production and municipal-industrial applications to combustion
efficiency, wood use and recycling. Related technologies within this category
emphasize the utilization of organic matter from vegetative or animal origin to
produce fuel (National Center for Appropriate Technology, 1982; National Science
Teachers Association, 1979). In Puerto Rico, there is a proposed project from the
University of Puerto Rico and the Center for Energy and Environmental Research
(CEER) to use sugar cane bagasse from the sugar industries for the production of
steam by a burning process to generate electricity (CEER, 1985).
2.6--Wind
Under the wind category, Appropriate technologies include water and air pumping,
on-site electrical production, mechanical energy production, and electricity generation

with utility grid interfacing (National Center for Appropriate Technology,
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1982). Wind technology projects are very rare in Puerto Rico. While some experts
point out that there is not enough wind power on the island for a feasible project,
others dissent. Despite the mixed opinions on the subject, there is one project of
this nature on a nearby island, Culebra (a small island that is part of Puerto Rico as
an island-municipality). The project was constructed by the Corp of Engineers many
years ago. There are two wind turbines, but neither are functioning due to a lack of
maintenance, even though wind energy is ample most of the time.

2.7- Geothermal
Geothermal technologies include space and water heating; electrical production;
mechanical energy production; and industrial process heat. This is a very innovative
and interesting appropriate technology resource. In Puerto Rico there are only two or
three sites with hot water springs, but none have been exploited as a source of
energy, and just one is being used for recreational purposes.

2. 8- Hydropower
Hydropower, a technological resource that has been vital since the earliest days of
the Industrial Revolution, includes micro hydro generation, utility grid interfacing,
tidal power, lowhead hydro,

hydromechanical,

and run-of-river systems

(National Center for Appropriate Technology, 1982). Many years ago, hydropower
was the major and only source of electrical energy on the island.

However, Puerto

�co lacks a river capable of satisfying the increased demand. With the increasing
demand for this kind of energy, the Electric Utility Company diverted to fossil fuel
electrical production.

2.9- Inrewted Systems
The integrated system is a mixture of different technologies that combine to provide a
systematic solution to a problem. Appropriate Technology in this area could be applied
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to residential, municipal, industrial and commercial waste treatment, disposal and
recycling, integrated agriculture and aquaculture systems, cogeneration and energy
storage systems.
This was the focus area of my project. Although it is very new on the Island,
it offers an alternative and suitable solution to the waste problem at local and national
levels, as discussed further below.
The following section discusses some of the special aspects of integrated systems. I
begin with the waste concept

2. I 0- The Concept of Waste
Generally, the word "waste" is understood to be something that is discarded,
because its utility life is finished, or it is considered unwanted or useless.
Paradoxically, waste is useful, as I demonstrate below.
A more descriptive term, then, for all society's unwanted and discarded material
(which is not disposed of in sewerage systems) is solid and hazardous waste. Solid
and hazardous wastes are grouped or classified in several different ways. For my
special case and pwpose, I will limit my discussion to "nonhazardous solid waste".
Nonhazardous solid waste is basically municipal solid waste (MSW), and is often
called "municipal refuse". The term refuse includes: ordinary refuse, that is, garbage
or rubbish. Garbage contains putrescible or highly decomposable packaging waste,
such as glass, rubber, tin cans, and slowly decomposable or combustible material such
as paper, textiles or wood objects (Tchobanoglous, 1977, Nathanson, 1986).
Another type of refuse, called ".1!llm" includes: bulky waste material that generally
requires special handling, and is therefore not collected on a routine basis. An old
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couch, mattress, television, or refrigerator and even a large up-rooted tree stump are
example of trash items (Tchobanoglous, 1977).

2.11-The Problem of Waste Disposal
Solid waste itself does not pose a problem.

Instead, improper disposal is

the problem. Improper disposal of solid waste poses a threat to public health.
Rodents and insects that are sustained by the waste material can act as vectors of
disease transmitting pathogens to human populations. Dozens of communicable
diseases can be traced to the old "garbage dump", including typhoid and the plague
(Tchobanoglous, 1977; Junta de Calidad Ambiental, 1984). In addition to the
potential public health risks, improper disposal of solid wastes can cause
serious and perhaps irreversible environmental damage to aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. Air pollution can result from incineration and water pollution can result
from land burial of waste (Lester et al., 1987).
Further complicating the problem are the vast and ever increasing amounts of wastes
generated by our "throw away" society, coupled with the limited number of options
available for their proper disposal. For example, one of the most common disposal
methods, burial in a sanitary landfill, is now criticized by many experts as being
unreliable in the long term, and many communities are running out of suitable landfill
sites (Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico, 1987).
How can an appropriate integrated system help solve a garbage and w1;1ste
problem? Let us examine this particular aspect

2.12- Recyclin� as the Only Possible Solution for Waste Disposal
Appropriate Technology can be applied to the waste disposal problem. The key is
recycling, an activity in which hundreds of thousands of people around the world are
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already scratching a living. Recycling of waste offers unique opportunities forjob
creation for the following reasons (Vogler, 1981):
•Waste is plentiful
In most towns and cities of the world it is not only heaped in huge
quantities in refuse dumps but also lies in piles around the streets and in
illegal dumps on any piece of waste ground.
•Waste is free
Or if not free, then very cheap. It is thrown away because it is either
impossible or not worth the time or trouble to sell. Any process that
uses materials to make a product has to pay for those materials and,
worse, has to pay for them before being paid for the product itself.
•Waste is flexible
Even if a material is free, there are other expenses that occur to make a
product to sell for money; even if only that of feeding one's family
while doing so. The advantage of waste is that it is flexible in the
amount of work it requires. A collector of waste can either process it
into something more valuable himself or can sell it immediately to
someone else for the price of his next meal.
•Waste requires minimal capital
It can be collected and sorted and sometimes processed with very little
equipment, building or supplies. Of the many industries that need only
simple tools and equipment, few lend themselves to such a range of
different levels of capitalization as does waste.
•Waste sells for cash
The money may be used to buy the equipment needed to collect more
products.
• Recycling of waste is approved
If one collects waste, a whole range of people and organizations
benefit and, if they recognize the mutually beneficial nature of the
activity, they are likely to assist, as oppose to obstruct your activities.
Your customers need the material for their business. The householder
or factory that produces the waste needs to get rid of it. The lQCal
council will have to collect what you do not, they will have to find
somewhere to put it. The government may have to find foreign money
to import raw materials if local waste is not collected and used instead.
Finally, the wastes you do not collect may drift around the streets as
litter and spoil the town for tourists, attract flies or rats, and block up
any existing drains. Thus the community has a vested interest in
your success; provided that you do not create more litter than you
save.
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There are at least five recyclable materials. There are markets for aluminum, glass,
ferrous metals, plastics and paper (Waste Age, 1989; Letcher, 1986; Pollock, 1987).
Markets are the industrial facilities where a recycled material is used as the raw material
for the manufacture of new products. These markets vary for recyclable materials
that are commonly found in municipal solid waste (MSW). The following section
discusses each of these major materials in MSW.
2.13-Aluminum
Aluminum, particularly aluminum beverage cans, has the highest market value per
ton and is a generally accessible market. Major aluminum companies that produce
cans and/or can sheet have all but guaranteed a market for all the aluminum cans.
These companies will supply equipment and transportation for recovery programs of
sufficient size to justify equipment.
Points of consumption of aluminum beverage cans are limited to a few geographical
locations, but the high value of the material in comparison to freight rates makes
aluminum a national market, not a regional one.
2.14-0ther aluminum scrap
Aluminum extrusions and castings are made from different alloys, and bring
somewhat lower prices than aluminum cans. This scrap is usually derived from
industrial sources and sold via secondary metals dealers to secondary smelters (for
market prices prevalent in Puerto Rico, see Appendix Ill).
2.15- .Qim

Glass has two major potential markets: as cullet (the glass industry's term for scrap
glass), it is used to manufacture new glass containers, or to manufacture products
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such as fiberglass insulation.

The glass industry has the most stringent

specifications for cullet quality and requires separation by color in order to
manufacture new containers of similar color. There are three basic colors; green
(emerald), amber (brown), and flint(clear) glass. Prices varies according to
color, with a higher value for flint glass. In addition, buying prices vary widely
by company and plant location (for common prices at Puerto Rico, see Appendix
III).

2.16-Ferrous metals
Ferrous metals also have a fluctuating market. While there is minimal recovery of
ferrous metals from municipal solid waste (MSW), some metals are recovered from
MSW, mainly cans and white goods.
Principal sources of metals are industrial plants that market scrap through traditional
scrap processors. The value for ferrous scrap, particularly the grades that can accept
metal from MSW sources, fluctuates greatly.

In general, steel producers are

not generally a direct market for ferrous scrap. Since metals scrap must be prepared,
the secondary materials industry provides a value added function for most domestic
and export markets (for prices of ferrous scraps at Puerto Rico, see Appendix ill).

2.17- Plastics
Plastics. which are new to the group of recyclables derived from MSW, have a
growing market for specific types, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles,
high-density polyethylene (HOPE), used in milk and other bottles, and other packaging
containers.
Similarly, the strength of the markets depends on the cleanliness and condition of the
unrecovered material. Recovered plastics find markets for products when
requirements are not as high as those requiring virgin resins (e.g., food contact).
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PET is presently the most extensively recovered plastic material from MSW (1- and
2-liter soft-drink bottles). Recycled PET is used to make Giberlill, strapping, carpet
lacing, geotextiles, and other products.
Market for all plastics are expected to improve as recovery and processing
technologies improve (for prices at Puerto Rico, see Appendix III).
2.18- Waste paper
Waste paper markets have a history of fluctuating widely. The value fluctuates
with the economy, which drives the demand for secondary paper fiber (waste paper).
Waste paper is primarily marketed through paper packers and brokers. There are 50
grades of waste paper identified by the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries
(Peterson, 1989). Paper type is a major factor in marketability, value, and use. High
grade waste paper (e.g., printing shop waste and certain office papers) typically enjoys
the best price and most constant demand (Lester et al., 1987).
In a rising market, the buying price for the generator will move up quickly at first
to stimulate increased collection, then will likely lag behind if the market price
moves higher. If the market price falls off, the buying price will be lowered to a
"floor" level (Peterson, 1989).
Until now the discussion has been limited to that portion of MSW that is, by its
origin, basically inorganic (except paper and related products). But, what about. the
organic portion found on MSW, as food wastes, garden wastes, and agricultural
wastes? For these specific wastes that are organic by biological origin, there are
some fundamental aspects that need to be discussed separately.
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2.19-The Organic Wastes
In rural areas, most of the organic wastes are made up of agricultural waste.
Agricultural wastes are typically crop residues and animal manure. Because of its
biological origin, agricultural wastes are converted naturally to a simple form of raw
materials, e.g., nitrogen, phosphates, potash, etc. Every biologist knows that for
nature there is no waste at all produced by these products. Each will enter a natural
cycle and will be used again and again. Nature recycles its products!
Let us examine how the organic wastes go through its decay process. There are
two ways in which organic wastes decompose (see Figure 1). One of the paths is by
an aerobic process (with oxygen). Bacteria that first attacks the waste utilizes oxygen
from the surrounding environment to oxydize the substance. Aerobic processes can
be obtained by natural or artificial means. The end product will be humus, a dark
brown colloidal matter with excellent properties as a source of mineral nutrients for
plants.
organic wastes decompose is by an anaerobic process
The other path by which
a
(without oxygen). Naturlly, it may occur within a strictly anaerobic condition, for
example in the digestive system of animals or at the bottom of ponds and lakes.
Alternatively, it can be forced artificially on air-tight chambers or tanks
(Goodrich, 1979; Nathanson, 1986). If the organic waste is put into a tank which,
like the digestive system, is oxygen-free, bacteria already present on the waste will
continue to break down the fats, carbohydrates, and proteins which were not
consumed by the animal, or already present on any organic waste (NCAT, 1984).
The result is biogas, a combination of methane, carbon dioxide and trace gases.
When properly digested , the only remaining product is a stabilized sludge, a
substance free of harmful organisms, virtually odorless, non-polluting, and able to
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be recycled as fertilizer or as a soil conditioner (NCAT, 1984; Tchobanoglous,
1977; Lester et al., 1987; Leckie et al., 1975).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY USED
3.1- General Description
For my studies, I applied the concept of appropriate technology to manage the
problem of solid waste in my community. In order to accomplish this, I developed a
curriculum guide and manual for teaching adults in the Cubuy-Lomas barrio. During
my work and study period, I worked with Producir, Inc., a community
development corporation (Appendix

m, that contributed the development of the

program.
The starting point was the recruitment of some twenty-five young adults from the
barrios, through a proposal made by Producir, Inc. to the Administraci6n de Derecho al
Trabajo (ADT- Right to Work Administration Office). ADT is a government program
that is responsible for, among other things, the training of the unskilled and
unemployed. This program includes some minimum monetary incentives for
attending the training. The majority of the people between the ages of eighteen to
twenty five years old, were unemployed, and had low levels of education. Producir,
Inc., as a community development corporation, offered me all the services that I
needed, including a space for classroom meetings, secretary services, telephone,
technical and professional guidance, and land for field learning activities.
The program lasted a full year and, during this time, I met with the group reguh,rrly
from Monday to Friday with a break of approximately one month for vacation.
Throughout the program I was always in contact with the students.
Classroom instruction consisted of lectures and field experiences. Appendix IV
shows the major learning activities that were used during the teaching period.
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Most of the concepts introduced to the students provided the foundations to
understand the problem of waste disposal in relation to the principles that govern an
ecological system. It was necessary to introduce some fundamental principles of
ecology to orient students on the dangers that an inadequate waste disposal represent
to the environment and living organisms. I was aware that most of the students had
low academic levels and would be likely to consider the classroom experience as
something tedious and uninteresting. To address this issue, I developed a general
learning strategy that can be summarized as follows:
3.2-The Develo_pment of an Outdoor Classroom
The majority of the learning activities were performed at outdoor sites. My
previous experience as a science teacher had shown me that most non-regular
students (especially those that been out of school for several years) feel
uncomfortable in a structured classroom setting. In contrast, an outdoor classroom
offers students the opportunity to learn through experience. Leaming through
experiences adds a touch of lasting magic to first-hand knowledge. Witnessing a
living plant grow in its natural surroundings or watching a bird nesting is much
more meaningful than learning the same lesson from a textbook. Thus, the logical
place to learn about our natural environment is outdoors, where living things can be
observed in their natural setting.
The benefits of direct involvement with nature in outdoor classrooms are endless.
Through this experience the interrelationship between humans and their environment
is understood by students as a living fact. Human life, as with all living things is
dependent on the delicate balance of all natural resources. Conservation of these
resources should be a concern of everyone. The outdoor classroom provides an
opportunity to develop the basic knowledge necessary to understand our growing
environmental problems.
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Many goals can be attained in an outdoor classroom. Most activities result in the
accomplishment of three goals.

1. Scientific goals

a

To show the great diversity of life - plants and animals, in any given
land and water area.
To teach students to identify and know common plants and animals and
their relationship to humans.
To show the interrelationship between plants, animals, soil and water.
To teach a�areness of the cyclical nature of livin& 11:tings and the
close relationship of the cycles to weather (seasonal) vananon.

2. Cultural goals
To help students learn, first-hand, how plants and animals develop.
To develop students' esprit de corps through participation in outdoor
projects-designing, planning and installing structures; making and
recording observations, and determining factors that affect plant or
animal behavior.
To help students to become aware of human's dependence on plants
and animals.

3. Recreational goals
To visit a pond, river or ravine for fishing and describe the ecological
system involved.
To select points of interest for field trips to natural resources or man
made projects, such as agricultural projects, landfills, recycling
centers, or special cooperatives, and to explain to students the
interrelationship between the environment and human beings.

3.3---Other Learnin� Strate�es
In addition to developing a fundamental outdoor classroom, learning activities
were enriched with the assistance of professional resource specialists that spoke to
specific themes and engaged students in class discussions. Many offices and
departments offered assistance on differem topics. Among them are: the Natural
Resources Department, the Center for Energy and Environmental Research, the
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Energy Office, the Soil Conservation Services, the Cooperative Extension Service,
the Environmental Protection Agency, the Environmental Quality Board, the
Department of Health, the Solid Waste Management Authority, and universities.
Another significant learning strategy employed was community participation.
Community participation is of particular interest for waste related projects because
the feasibility of a waste utilization project depends not only on factors such as
physical resources and needs, but also on public health, and economic and
institutional considerations, all of which are related to the community. Because all
the students selected were from the community, parents and friends were compelled
to directly participate, in the recycling projects. Moreover, as a waste problem
existd in the community, each of its members were incentivizd to find a solution.
Community

participation

occurred through

the

dissemination

of an

appropriate technology to solve the garbage and waste problem in the community.
The students learned about the problem itself and how it affected them, and the
interrelationship between every living creature. We developed a model that we called
"An inte�ated waste utilization system". The system was a small scale model
and constituted the culmination of the learning process. The following section
describes the major features of the model. A detailed description of this model is
offered in Part Two of this document.
3.4- The Experimental Model: General Considerations
The integrated model was constructed with local materials, and was assembled by
the students under close supervision.

It was a small size integrated model for waste utiliza tion. This project served the
following purposes for the community:
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1. To demonstrate the importance of garbage separation at household level.
2. To demonstrate an alternative for waste utilization.
3. To encourage the community to try an alternative that can be implemented at
community or family farm level.

3.5--Model Description
The integrated unit was used to show that some special waste can be converted to
fuel (biogas), for heating or cooking. The effluent can be used as a nutrient-rich water
in order to grow vegetables and as a fertilizer for a fish pond. The sludge from the
clean-up digester can be dried and used as a soil fertilizer. This fertilizer does not have
a pungent odor when dried and is a high quality soil conditioner.
Each sub-system was fully identified with its function parameters and notes for safe
operation included in a placard.

The model developed consisted of; (See Figure 2)
a. A garbage composition section (not shown)
b. A 400 gallon capacity biodigester
c. A small hydroponic system that could hold approximately 25 tomato
plants
d. A small size pond for Tilapia fish
e. A sun dryer to stabilize the sludge
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The following information briefly describes each component of the Integrated System
Model that was constructed:

A. Garba�e Composition
This component focuses on the importance of garbage separation and
general handling techniques. It samples major components of
household garbage and agricultural waste showing its qualities:
degrad.ability and recyclability. On the subject of recyclability, it points
out information such as: price in local markets, equivalent energy
content, content of recyclable material and so on.
B . The Biocli�ester
This sub-system shows the basic structural and functional parameters
that describes a biodigester. Its major features include: a mixing sump
for mixing the wastes, an anaerobic chamber and a gas accumulator.
The biodigester is a plug flow unit (continuous feeding type). A small
gas stove was adapted to the gas accumulator, for demonstration
purposes.

c. The Hydro_ponic
This sub-system consist of three channels of wood with a plastic cover
where 25 tomato plants were grown using the effluent (liquid residue of
the biodigested waste), as a fertilized rich water. The effluent water is
controlled by a valve to maintain a continuous level in the hydroponic
system. Water flowed through the channels to a small pond to fertilize it
and produce an algae bloom.
D. The pond
This was a small pond for Tilapia fish. The initial number of fish was
four. Water from the pond is recycled to the mixing sump of the
biodigester sub-system.

E. The sun chyer for stabilized slud2:e
This structure was a box above the ground, covered with transparent
plastic and a pipe for transpiration. In this box the sludge is allowed to
dry by solar collection. The product, stabilized sludge, without bad
odor, is used as a soil conditioner for organic fanning.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS FROM THE IMPLEMENTED-DEMONSTRATION MODEL
The demonstration model, or as I called it, "lnte�ated System for the Utilization
of Wastes", was presented to many people in the community and other nearby
areas. The model was also presented to representatives of government agencies,
a significant achievement. As stated earlier, one of the reasons for the
construction of the model was to provide a teaching demonstration, as well as
the possible opportunity to seek financial aid from the government for the construction
of a large scale project for the whole community. In fact, the model was used as a
preface for the preparation of a proposal that was submitted to the Energy office in
Puerto Rico.
The following section summarizes the results for each of the components or sub
systems of the demonstration model.
4.1- The Qru:ba&e Composition Section
As a result of my year's work, several products were realized. Under the recycling
program, two main recyclables were collected.
a. Aluminum- Approximately two tons of aluminum were collected. Initially,
p�ople were reluctant to collect and bring aluminum items, like cans,
wmdow frames, and other scraps to Producir' s facilities, and was necessary
to provide an economical incentive. Approximately twenty five cents a
P<;>u�d �as paid to encourage the residents to collect aluminum scraps.
Lumtatton on cash flow and allowed space for storage limited the
collection capacity for these recyclables. The aluminum was marketed at
approximately thirty cents a pound.
b. Glass- approximately three tons of glass were collected. Most of the glass
collected was in boxes of 24 bottles (malt beverage and beer). Glass was
marketed at forty dollars a ton.

No other items were collected due to the following reasons:
29
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• Lack of appropriate storage space
Recyclables like aluminum cans, glass bottles, paper, and corrugated
cardboard need a covered storage space to prevent materials from
getting wet from rain. Most markets do not accept these recyclables
unless they are dry and clean. Moreover, many of these recyclables
need a large space for_ storage. For volume reduction, special
machinery should be used, like crushers, shredders and compactors.

•Lack of an appropriate vehicle
To obtain better prices in markets, recyclables need to be sold on large
quantities. Transportation of large quanti�ies requires a heav�
truck. Otherwise, recyclables have to be sold on site and market
pnces are
lower.
•Lack of an appropriate scale
Any recycling project needs a suitable and good standing scale. Not
only to know how much to pay scavengers or resident collectors, but
how much is required to satisfy the market
Despite these barriers, the recycling project showed the residents that many items
discarded as common garbage actually have a price in most markets. The problem
consists of: determining who is going to collect the recyclables in adequate quantities
for marketing. Many people prefer to sell them in small quantities to a dealer at
curbside. However, if a recycling center is established in a nearby area, people,
especially the unemployed, may be able to get the recyclables there and earn some
money.

4.2-The Biodi�ester Demonstration Model
The 400 gallon biodigester model was loaded with chicken manure, horse manure,
paper and vegetables residues. All were well mixed with water. The fermentation
period or the retention time was three weeks. After this period, the 55 gallon ·gas
accumulator began to fill, reaching its maximum capacity in four days. Although no
gas chromatography was realized in a sample of the gas to determine the percent of
methane, carbon dioxide or hydrogen sulfide. the burning proof on a suitable gas stove
appliance showe.d the good quality of the gas fuel . The rate production of biogas was
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measured by the number of times the 55 gallon was filled. In the beginning (after
the first three weeks) the rate of production of biogas was slow, but after the
fourth week, it took only two days for the collector to become full again. The
biogas rate of production is dependent on temperature, and reaches its maximum
capacity at noon with full sun.
Its lasting properties depend on the percentage of methane content, but a suitable
and efficient burning appliance is also of great importance. The one appliance used
for this purpose was a single burner gas stove. Biogas collected in one 55 gallon
collector lasted for fifteen to twenty minutes. Most of the gas fuel was to heat coffee
and for demonstration purposes.
4.3-- The Hydroponic Sub-system
Of the eighteen tomato plants planted, twelve produced fruit, four died early
before the florescence and two did not germinate. Although the variety of tomato
plants used were disease resistant varieties with large fruits, the fruits produced with
this technique were not very large. About six of them made a pound. Fungi were
not a significant problem, but there were deficiencies of some nutrients. Only a
few plants produced fruits at the expected size, and were those planted at the
beginning of each row (we planted three rows, and the first two plants from each row
grew significantly better than the others in the same row).
For pest control aluminum foil was used at the base of the plants, which usually
repels insects such as aphids. Repelling aphids reduces the damage of the diseases
they spread. Moreover, the system itself provided some pest control, as plants
were grown ten inches above the soil within the wooden channel boxes. The system
also provided weed control. Temperature was not an issue as Puerto Rico one can
grow tomatoes year round
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As stated earlier, most of the problems encountered were due to the lack of
well balanced nutrient water from the digester effluent. Although the pH was
controlled (basically the effluent water used for feeding the plants was at a pH within
6 to 7), plants showed nutrient deficiencies. Nitrogen, was not an issue because all
the plants grew green enough, but some of the plants showed iron deficiency
evidenced by a yellowish color between the veins followed by severe burning on
leaves, and stunted growth. Also, a manganese deficiency may have occurred as
there was poor bloom and weak growth for some of the plants. We never corrected
these possible deficiencies as we used the nutrient effluent water as it flowed from
the digester.

We also did not check for micro-organisms (pathogens)

because in theory most of them should die by anaerobic digestion. Also the fruits
never came into contact with the effluent water and were washed thoroughly after
being harvested.
It took over ninety days to harvest most of the plants and about ten pounds of
tomatoes were collected from all twelve plants.
4.4- The Fish Pond
From the four Tilapia fish (two males and two females) that first stocked the pond,
dozens of tiny fish were swimming at the pond's surface after the second month.
We did not record the age of the first stocked fish, but males measured four and a
half inches long and females measured three and a half inches long. The only
supplementary feed given to them was bread. Thus, for the majority of the time, the
only food available to them was green algae that grew on the pond fertilized with the
effluent from the hydroponic. Water hyac�ths were added for posterior treatment of
the water.
After the six month, the only edible fish in the pond were the first four that we
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stocked. Hereafter, the pond was covered with tiny fish not bigger than two and a half
inches long. We realized that a strong competition for food was occurring (see the
discussion in the next chapter). After this period the first stocked fish were ten
inches long for the males and nine inches long for the females. The four fish were
harvested and placed in clean water (an old refrigerator filled with fresh clean rain
water) for a week before being cooked.
4.5- The Sun Sludge Dzyer
A very black sludge was obtained from the clarifier and after cleaning of the
digester. Most of it was used as a nitrogen rich soil conditioner for banana trees.
Before this sludge was dried, strong odor was observed, but this was just momentary
for about twenty or thirty minutes. After this time, no strong odor was observed.
The sludge did not attract flies either. After the drying period (it took about two weeks
for a complete drying) the color changed to a dark brown with a "wetting" composted
earth odor. A small amount of it was used on a yellowish colored grass and just in
four days it turned the grass to a dark green. This was likely a benefit of the
high nitrogen content of the soil conditioner.
4.6- Results from the overall teachin� pro&r:am
As a result of the feasibility of the experimental model and its success in
managing the waste problem, a written proposal was created with the cooperation
of Producir, Inc. and Dr. Juan J. Rigau, an energy consultant. The proposal
was submitted to government agencies requesting financial support for the
construction of a big scale project involving the Cubey-Lomas barrios. Major
components of the proposal aimed to develop:

• Strategies to encourage community residents to separate garbage into
recyclable items such as glass, metals, paper, plastics, and organic waste.
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• A recycling center for such saleable products.
• A biodigester for the organic waste
• A hydroponic system to use waste water to grow suitable
plants.
• Several ponds for Tilapia fish.

The proposal involves a one million dollar project investment for the 10,000
residents at the barrios in Can6vanas, Puerto Rico. The project will be managed by
Producir, Inc.

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION

5.1-Waste-related Projects
There are several literature sources and written documentation that make reference to
the utilization of waste as a resource. The following focuses on the description of
some of the appropriate methods that are presently in use. As we had seen, waste
disposition is a man-made problem but there are many techniques and projects that
can be used to remedy this increasingly bad situation.
There are projects from simple and autonomous to complex and integrated that are
able to utilize waste as a resource for energy production, food or income generation.
This chapter makes reference to projects including recycling programs, biodigesters,
waste water for food production, waste-fed aquaculture, and integrated systems
utilizing organic wastes.

5.2-Waste Recycling Pro�ams
Waste recycling programs are found in abundance around th� world. The most
commonly collected materials are paper, container glass, metal cans, and
aluminum (Lester et al., 1987; Pollock, 1987; Commoner, 1988, and Hogan and
Kadlecek, 1987).
In the US, about 76% of recycling programs collect paper, 16% collect container
glass, and 14% collect metal (Lester et al., 1987). Most of the recent interest in waste
reduction by recycling has been evidenced at the state level in the U.S. Waste
reduction has been mentioned as a goal an objective for a number of states including
Rhode Island, New York, Michigan and Florida (Peterson, 1989). Options for waste
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reduction with recycling programs are more limited at the local level.
However, there

are programs

in Berkeley, California, Santa Monica,

California, and Seattle, Washington, that are well established (Lester et al., 1987).
According to Lester et al., 1987, there are nearly 8,000 recycling centers in
operation tcxlay in the U.S., including 4,000 "buy-back" centers and 500 curbside
collection services. More than 500 cities provide some kind of recycling service.
Mandatory programs tend to be more successful than voluntary ones. Existing
recycling programs reduce waste volume by 15-40%. However, this practice is
more commonly used in developing countries. In the cities of the developing world,
the sorting and recycling of municipal solid wastes is a fact of life (Vogler, 1981 ).
It is almost always carried out by the informal sector through groups of highly
organized scavengers. A notable exception is the Shanghai Materials Recovery
and Utilization Company, which, since 1957, has retrieved more than 20 million
tons of waste metal, paper, cloth, plastic, rubber, and other materials (Bartone,
1986). In several other cases, informal scavenger groups have been organized,
trained and assisted to form recycling "cooperatives", as in Manila (Philippines),
Ciudad Juarez (Mexico), Cali (Colombia), or to takeover municipal collection,
recycling and disposal activities entirely, as in Cairo (Vogler, 1981; Bartone, 1986).
Worldwide recovery programs are even more impressive. The following table
shows the recovery rates of some recyclables in selected countries in 1985:
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Table 2: Recovezy Rates for Aluminum. Paper. And �lass in Selected Countries,

12.8.l
Country

Aluminum (%)

Paper (%)

Glass (%)

Netherlands

40

46

53

Italy

36

30

25

West Germany

34

40

39

Japan

32

51

17

United States

28

27

10

France

25

34

26

United Kingdom

23

29

12

Austria

22

44

46

Switz.erland

21

43

46

Sweden

18

42

20

Source:Pollock. 1987
5.3- Rec:x'.cli n� pmfm!ms in Puer.tQ Rico
In Puerto Rico, the Solid Waste Management Authority (SWMA) is the government
agency responsable for the implementation of feasible solutions for the waste
problem on the Island. The SWMA planning strategies involve the creation of 17
transfer stations. 17 new municipal landfills and three energy recovery plants. At
the same time, the agency is developing a plan for recycling (Desperdicios S6lidos
en Marcha, Num. 3. 1990). However, this appears contradictory, because the
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three energy recovery plants planned are mass-bum plants for solid waste. If the
agency plans to recover some products for recycling, what will be left for burning?
This is especially concerning given that expensive plants require most of the
combustible waste in order to be economically feasible (Lester et al., 1987).
Moreover, a survey on solid waste conducted in Puerto Rico, showed that by
1986, 40.2% was made up of paper and cardboard alone. Plastics, another
burnable material constitutes 6.5% (Desperdicios S61idos en Marcha, Num. 3, 1990).
Puerto Rico counts with some recycling markets. Appendix V show some of them.
There are over thirty seven recycling markets located on different cities around Puerto
Rico. Most of these markets are for metal scraps and aluminum cans. At present,
some new markets for plastics have been introduced. on the Island.
Recently, the Government of Puerto Rico stated an executive order for its
municipalities showing its intention for encouraging recycling activities (Estado Libre
Asociado de Puerto Rico, 1990). In this order the government required from its
agencies and municipalities to use recycled. products instead of virgin ones. This is a
great advanced. because government purchases could influence the quality, comparative
costs and performance requirements of recycled. products, while setting an example for
others to follow. As Vanderberg, 1986, stated, "the government could use recycled.
paper for publications, in-house reports, drafts, computer printouts, etc. It could also
put pressure on manufacturers to use a larger percentage of recycled feed.stocks. Other
recycling opportunities include using compost for parks on roadsides, using recyc;led
(rebuilt) auto parts and retread tires in fleet vehicles and, using crushed construction
debris for fill in government construction" (Vanderberg, 1986).
Though the government of Puerto Rico is encow·aging its dependencies to follow
recycling strategies, there are still too much to do. Perhaps this situation obey or is
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closely rclated to its political status. Puerto Rico's long political history shows that the

Island's govemment is well "politized" at its dependencies and most of its problem
solving strategies obey just to a political strategy for a particular party. This situation
has a retrievement effect on any on going project planned for solving a panicular

problem. As an example, until now the govemment has not a clear strategy for the
thousands of tons of refused cardboard and paper that come from its dependencies and
are land filled.

5.4-

Barriers to Rec),cling

According to Lester et al., 1987, barriers fall into four categories: economic,
technical, social and regulatory.

Economic

.Lack of financial commiturent Govemments are willing to spend a high investrnent

of millions of dollars for an incinerator, but shudder at low investrnent for recycling.
Spending about 1/10 the cost of an incinerator on a recycling program is likely to yield

similar waste reduction percentages.

.Belief that recycling is unprofitable or that it may not pay for itself. This notion
ignores the fact that no other solid waste disposal method makes money. Incinerators,

for example, receive many subsidies in order to encourage buming.
.Transponation costs that sometimes excecd the value of the material.

.Fluctuations in market demands.

.Limited market outlets.
.Availability of virgn materials at competitive prices.
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.Business unwillingness to invest in recycling equipment

.Familiarity with set ways of doing things, causing Esistance to change.
Technological

.Many materials, like plastics, are rarely designed to be recycled.
.Consumer product industry is slow to accept changes.

.Most industries arp not set up to use rccovered materials.
.Lack of promotion and education.
.Lack of easy to use recycling services.
SociaI

.Beliefs that recycled products are inferior.

.Public resistance to spending time and energy in separating and hauling materials
for recycling.
.Recycling plants that are confused wirh disposal sites, creating pubtc opposition to
siting new recycling facilities.

.Lack of public understanding of true waste disposal costs and the value of
recycling, especially when compared o other options.
.Technical jargon and language.

.laok of political leadorship and suppon
Regulatorv

4t

.Iick

of a national program that cncourages Ecycling,

.Regional control of waste management that may inhibit a community from
estabtshing its own recycling program-

.Licensing policies that treat recycling as a 'Junkyard" operation with fees and
restrictions not imposed on other indusries.
.Lengthy and costly perrnit procedures.
.Extensive record-keeping regulations that may cause unrealistic holding times on
recovered materials and prevent effrcient processing.
.Procurement policies that require purchase of "virgin only" materials.

.l,ack of cooperation between the recycling industry and govemment.
.Business' resentrnent of government regulatory "interference" and use of their
inlluence with public officials to block reforms.

5.5-

Recl,cling vs. Incinerators

Some experts point out to incincrators as a "solution" to the waste "crisis".
Notwithstanding, there are evidences that incineraton pollute the air with dioxins and
furans, particulates, acid gases, and toxic metals such as lead, cadmium and mercury

(Millar, 1987; Carnvright, 1985). Moreover, incinerators don't eliminate

the need.

for

landfills. At best, they only reduce waste by 75To by weight (Vanderberg, 1986).
What is left should go

o

a chemical

landfill, since the unbumed residual contains toxic

chemicals. Preliminary resul8 from an ongoing EPA study show that the ash from 9 of
11 garbage incinerators failed EPA's test for toxicity and thus
as a hazardous waste

(USEPA, l9E6).

will

have ro be regulated
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But the worst of all is that, when

a

community builds an incinerator, it often passes

an ordinance requiring all wastes to go to the incinerator. In fact, incinerators,
especially mass bum designs, need all the wastes they can get to operate at, or near,
capacity and maximum effrciency. Secondly, some recyclables, particularly paper and
plastics, have high heat content, needed to maintain burner temperatures and to reduce

the need for supplemental fuel (I-ester et al., 1987), This means less materials for
recycling.

At present, the govemment of Pueno Rico is planning to build at its capiul,

San

Juan, a refusederived-fuel (RDF) systems process garbage to producc a fuel at the site

to produce elecricity (San Iuan Informa, 1986). Nevertheless, the project is facing a
great deal opposition with the communities around the projected construction area.
Residents alleged contamination with ash and other hazardous gases

will

become

uncontrolled. According to Misi6n Industrial de Puero Rico, a local organization that
works for a clean and safery environment, "the attractiveness of incineration is it's
apparent capacity for making disappear the wastes and how easy the process

of

incineration can take out of the way the continuous amount of toxic and dangerous solid
waste that come from the industries" (Noti-Ambiente, No. 7, 1988).

The same organization that deals with the divulgement of problems and possible
solutions for communities affected by any kind of contamination of their environment,
alleged that the process of incineration possess more myths than realities as a possible

solution for solid waste.

By the other side, thc Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes, from
Arlingon, Virginia, offers the following alternatives for municipal wastes (fhe
Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes, May 1987, Arlington, Virginia):
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.Reutilization of materials
.production of methane gas
.mechanical separation at the origin
.composy'agnculture

.Low oxygen combustion
.Pyrocysis
.Reduction at the origin

.Crmpactation

5.6-

The Biological Technique involved in the Conversion of Organic Wastes- The

Biodigester
The two general approaches available for the conversion of wastes to fuel are the
thennochemical and the biological (Bowker, 1982). Thennochemical methods involve

direct combustion, incineration, gasification, ppolysis to oils, char and gases, and
liquefaction to

oils. Biological methods include the production of biogas (basically

methane) and ethanol. I will limit my discussion to the biogas production technique.

5.7-

Biological Processes for Organic Waste Conversion

The production of biogas from organic wastes and residues is gaining grcater
attention as energy costs increase. These processes are most advantageous when
suitable raw materials are available at low or no cost and where some form of waste
reatrnent is obligatory.
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According with the Board On Science and Technology for Internal Development

(BOSTID)1, the fermentation of wastes to generate methane, yields a number of
benefits for rural areas including:

.Producing an energy resource that can be stored and used more efficiently in many
applications;
.creating a stabilized residue that retains the fenilizer value of the original matcrial;
.reducing fecal pathogens and improving public health; and

.reducing transfer of plant pathogens from one year's crop residue to the next year's
crop.
The process of anaerobic fermentation is a natural one, occurring without man's

intervention whenever organic material decomposes out of contact with

air. This

reaction produces biogas, a mixture of methane, carbon dioxide, and small amounts

of

other gases. This gas burns readily and can bc used directly as fuel for cooking,

lighting, or heating, and indirectly to power electrical generators and agricultural
equipment. The factors affecting methane production include the composition and
volume of the waste used, the operating temperature, rctention time, agitation, and
acidity or alkalinity (BOSTID, No. 19, and No.31)

lThe Board On Science and Terhnology for Intemal Development @OSTID) have several reporb
sponsored

in most

instances

y the U.S. Agency for International Developmenq $ar

describe lhe

process of anaerobic fermenation. Some of the information compiled herc were obhined ftom Report

No.

191

Methane generation from Human- animal. and Agricultural wastes. 1977i and Report No.

Food. Fuel and Fertilizer ftom Orsanic WasEs.

l98li

Repon No. 22, Microbial hocesses- 1979.

3l:
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The carbon:nitrogen ratio of the wase has a significant effect on the volume of gas

produced, a ratio in the range of 20-30:I being best. This ratio depends on the
composition of available wastes. High nirogen wastes such as any kind of manure and
urine can be added to high carbon-content cellulosic wastes to bring the ratio closer to
the oprimum

The total volume of wastes that can be processcd is a function of digester size and

retention time. The rate of charging the digester is important: continuous addition of
small amounts of material is best, and sporadic additions of variable amounts leasr
desirable.

Bacterial activity in the digester, and therefore gas generation, depends on the
temperature of the slurry. Although satisfactory results can be obtained by operating in
the range of 20o-40oC, faster decomposition and inseased rates

of

gas formation result

when the digester is run at 40o-60oc @OSTID, No. l9).

Retention time in the digester varies with both the temperature of operation and the

biodegradability

of the substrate. Higher operating

temperatures allow greater

throughput for a given reactor size. Higher temperatures also tend to reduce pathogen
content (BOSTID, No.
Table

3-

3l)

(See Table 3 for Pathogens sunrival on a biodigester).

Pathogens survival on a biodigester (BOSTID,

l98l)
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5.8-

Anaerobic vs. Aerobic Systems

Escalation in energy costs since the early 1970's has spurred considerable research,
development, and full scale application of anaerobic biological proccsses for treatment

of wastes from both industrial and municipal sources. Although widely used aerobic
systems have demonstrated the capability to reliably achieve a high degree of waste

utilization, the rcquirements for oxygen transfer rcsult in large demands for electrical
energy. For example, in a conventional mechanically aerated activated sludge system
treating municipal waste water, energy for aeration accounts for 35 to 55 percent of the

total plant energy requirements (Bowker, 1982).

According to Bowker, 1982, anaerobic biological waste treatment processes offer
several advantages over aerobic systems, including,

l)

significantly lower production

of biological sludge due to lower microbial cell yields; 2) no oxygen requirement; 3)
generating of a usable fuel, methane gas, at a theoretical rate of .35 m3 CII4 (Methane)

per kg of COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) destroyed; and 4) lower nutrient
requirements. Concomitant with these advantages, anaerobic processes have the
potential to achieve a level of waste sabilization apFoaching their aerobic counterparts
at sigaificantly lower capital and operating costs.

Potential disadvantages of anaerobic systems include possible odor generation from
H2S (Hydrogen Sulfide) or other sulfur compounds, corrosion, long start-up times to

develop sufficient biomass, and possible need for effluent polishing for BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) removal, dissolved oxygen addition, or nitrification before
discharge (Nathanson, 1986). Although anaerobic systems have been considered by
some to be unreliable and susceptible to upset, perhaps due to unfavorable experiences

wittr the digestion of wastes, anaerobic prccesses have demonstrated their ability at full
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scale to provide a reliable, cost-effective and energy'efficient means of treating a wide

variety of wastes (Sheridan and Fischer, 1982; Bowker, 1982).
Anaerobic treatrnent is essentially a conversion proccss. Where almost all of the
solublc and suspended organic waste water constituents are convened to methane gas

with little loss of the available energy. It is in a sense

a

very effective energy recovery

process for high water content wastes. Figue 3 prescns the nvo basic reactions which

occur in the anaerobic treatrnent proccss, volatile fatty acid formation and methane gas

formation. These two reactions are key to undentanding the process and in cffectively
designing and contolling full scale treatment systeurs. The reactions arc accomplished
by two completely different groups of micro organisms- the volatile fatty acid formers
breakdown complex organic molecules (i.c., prcteins, fas, carbohydrates) into simple

short chain carbolyxic acids such as acetic, propionic, and butyric acid. The
methanogens convert the volatile fatry acid formers to methane and carbon dioxide gas.

Between 5 an 5.5 cubic feet of methane are generated for every pound of COD
(Chemical Oxygen Demand) removed by ttre anaerobic proccss. The range is due to the

different sludge yields resulting from different types of substrates (Leckie et al., 1975;
Sheridan and Fischer, 1982).
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Two basic reacdons in anaerobic Eeatrnent process (Sheridan and Fischer,
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A variety of

types of reactor vessels or contactors can be used to accomplish the

basic reactions shown in Figure

3. The main differcnce

among these reactions is due

o

the following factors (Sheridan and Fischer, 1982):

.Hydraulic retention tirne (t{RT)
.Solids retention time (SRT)
.Bacteria.l mass

.Mixing
.Hydraulic flow pattem

The septic tank, anaerobic lagoon, and municipal sludge digester are the most
notable examples of early applications of anaerobic waste water treatrnenL Figue 4, 5,
6 and 7, show different types of anaerobic reactors.
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5.9-

The use of Waste Water for Food Production

There are several reports that describe the use of waste water for food production.
There have been discussions of the potential of aquaculture and hydroponic to play an

imponant role in world food production via the utilization of nutrients in waste waters.
One of the uses of reclaimed waste water is for growing plants. The two basic methods

to feed the waste water to plants include direct irrigation to soil plants and direct
application for hydroponic plants. In the former, waste water from an oxidation pond
or a biodigester is overflowed to a field or garden where soil plants are growing. This
method is an old one and has been in use since hundred years ago. The application

of

waste water for growing hydroponic plants is a new method, though more expensive

but with several advantages over the old one.

Although most of the reports make reference to the use of waste water for growing

plans

as a method

for the treatment of the waste water itselt just

a few

repons rcfer !o

the use of waste water as a nutrient rich water for growing plants (including vegetables)

by the Hydroponic method. Hydroponically growing plants is a soil-less cultivation
where some kind of mechanism for holding the plant must be provided to the plant for
avoiding the plant to fall down. Plants are growth on channels made of concrete, wood

or plastic pipes and held by wires for avoiding them to fall down. Other methods
include the use of sand, gravel or other inen subsunce that

fill

up the channel wherc the

plant will grow @ouglas, 1959).

A

graduate team from the University of California at l,os Angeles (Bass, Faliey,

Gupta, Hopkins, Simmons, Stone and Tate, 1975) proposed the use of reclaimed water

from a municipal treatrnent plant for growing tomatoes. On their report they claimed
that tomatoes, cucumbers and other vegetables can be grow on greenhouses and fed
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with rvaste water from a treatrnent plant

as the

only nutrients and water requirement

source.

Agricultural engineers at Comell University have developed a system for growing
plants hydroponically, in nutrient-rich waste water; trees, roses, shrubs, geraniums,
chrysanthemums grasses and reeds @rody, 1987).

Other reports show systems designed most efficiently to maximize either food
production or water qualiry improvement (Bahn, Ball and Tanner, 1974; Carpenter,

t974).
Another use of waste water for food production is on aquaculture. Specially for
fresh water aquaculture systems. Freshwater aquaculture systems have advantages in

their ability to use undiluted nutrients in waste waters, in easier control of
contamination, a greater number of feasible sites through use of inland treamrent plants,

reliable flows of suitable water and acceptable means of disposing of aquacultural
wastes.

A controlled system utilizing a simple food chain, such

as algae-crustaceans-fish,

with the energy rosulting from waste water nutrient captue channeled into the species
to be cultured, has been considered an effective biological strategy in an aquacultural
system (Power, 1974).

5.

1G- Waste-fed Aquaculture
Aquaculture in ponds fenilized with human or animal wastes is an age old practice,

panicularly in Asia. The most common form of waste-fed Aquaculture is simply o add
human excreta to frshponds, sometimes as nightsoil on septic tank sludge. With ttre

installation of modern sewerage in many cities during the 19th century, systems of
sewage-fed fish culrure were developed. Such waste water reuse is practiced today in
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India, China, Gennany, Hungary, and Israel (Banone, 1986). Research on sewagefed fishculture is now under way in United States. According to a resqfcher group
team at the University of California,

los Angeles (UCI,A), waste water from a sewage

treatment plant at Tapia, Los Angeles, C-alifornia, can be recycled for its nutrients for

aquaculture purposes (Baas, Fahey, Gupta, Hopkins, Simmons, Stone and Tate,

t97s).
The best experiences in aquaculture using human wastes come from China- From
many century years, rural people from the Republic of China have been practicing the

polyculturc of fishes on pond's water fenilized with human wastes.

A

typical

polyculture at China consist in the use of several carps species, including silver, grass,
black, bighead and common carp (Pillay, 1979).

In Munich, Germany, treated sewage effluent is used

as a source

of nutrients for

carp farms. Yearly production ranges from 400 to 800 kg/ha (Allen, 1969).

In the United States, polyculture has been used to upgraded sewage effluent. Using
a

combination of Tilapia nilotica, fathead minnows, golden shiners, and channel cafish

in the Iinal treatment lagoons, effluent water quality was improved. No pathogens
were detected in the lagoons containing the fishes, nor were any found in the fish
5amFled (Ilendenon, 1978).

A continuing Arkansas study is evaluating the contribution of silver and bigbead carp
to domestic sewage treatnoent. A volume of sewage equivalent to that produced by a

community of 2,000 flows through a series of six 1.6-ha oxidation lagoons. The carp
were stocked in the last four ponds in the series and consume algae and other organic

material. The consequent reduction in biochemical oxygen demand suspended solids,
and fecal coliforms provides a frnal effluent that is well within local and federal
environmental prctection standards (tlendenon, 1978).
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In India

a

combination of Tilapia, Three Indian mayor carps (Catla, Rohu, mrigal),

and common carp were grown in a 25- ha pond fenilized with Calcutta sewage. Carp

fingerlings were stocked at 8,850/ha. The distribution was 35 percent mrigal, 30
percent mmmon carp, 20 percent Cada, and 15 percent rohu. Tilapia mossambica were
stocked at 150-200 kg/tra. Carp and Tilapia were harvested periodically by operating a

dragnet. Generally, individual tilapia weighing more than 4() g. and carp weighing
around 500 g. were harvested three months after stocking. In one year, 8,500 kg/ha

of

Tilapia and 3,315 kg/ha of carp were harvested (Muthuswamy et aI., 1978).

5.11-

The Use of Animal Manure on Aquaculture

The principal wastes used in aquaculture are animal manures, a major component

of

which is crude fiber. The fiber and mineral components of maaure serve as indirect
feed by enhancing natural productivity in the pond- Any animal manure that is easily

divided into fine particles is suitable for use in ponds. Fresh manurcs are more easily
dispersed through the water column and more rapidly assimilated into the food web
than dry manures.
The rate and volume of organic waste addition to fish ponds are of great imporunce.

Sporadic applications of large amounts of organic matter are of little benefit to fish
production and can cause oxygen deficiency and consequent fish fotl. Followfug such
application, bacterial production increases to a high level, and thc respiration associated

with this microbial growth consumes most, if not all, of the available oxygen in water.
On the other hand, frequent applications of smaller amount of organic material allow
development of protozoa and zooplankton that consume the bacteria and prevent their
population (Bard, et al., 1975; leckie et al., 1975).
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The amount of waste can then be gradually increased to higher levels without
creating hazards. Daily applications cif fresh manure are beneficial to the productivity

of the pond and safer than Iess frequent applications. Both these conditions, the use of
fresh manure and frequent application can be met by confining slimals so that their
manure &ops or flow direcdy into the pond.

Amount of animal manures must be cfiefully contnolled. In Israel it is considered
safe to use 75-100 kg/ha/day

of manure (dry organic matter) (Schroeder, 1979). Using

these amounts, Schroeder suggests fish stocking densities

of 8,000-10,000 fish/ha

should be stocked; for smaller fishes, 15,000-20,000/ha. In manure-fed ponds, 10-15
percent of the fish should be common carp or similar botomdigging fish.

In Alabama, Nerrie and Smitherman used pelleted chicken manure to feed Tilapia
stocked at approximately 10,000/ha. Up to 120 kg/ha/day of pelleted chicken manure
was considered safe (Nerrie and Smitherman, 1979).

In Panama, the government depanment for Aquaculture (MIDA), propose
following amount of animal waste per Euare meta of pond:

the
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Table

4-

Amount of animal waste per square meter of pond

Tlpe of animal

Amount

Ducks

1

duck/l0 m2

of superficial water pond
Pigs

tpis/lC0rr2

Chickens

I chickery'lO m2

Cows

I co{4[Q-569

-2

Source (Agroacuicultura, No. 3, MIDA, Direcci6n Nacional de Acuicultura,
Panama, 19E4).

5.12-

Integrated Systems Utilizing Organic Wastes

During World War tr the Germans made many small digesters for animal waste.
Sewage treatrnent plants all over the world use the anaerobic digester to process sewage

sludge to make it easier to dispose of this sludge. Many recent repors from far east tell

of large numbers of small farrn digesten in Taiwan, Chin4 Korea and India. There are
over four million small far:or digesters in mainland China alone. India counts 200,000

of these small farm digesters (Goodrich, 1979).
Complex integated systems that include biogas generators, fish ponds, and oiher
elements have been proposed or tested by various researchers, and integrated systems

that combine several aspects of waste reuse have been desctibed, representing small

and large scalo oporations.

In Yanimo (papua, Ncw Guinea), Frank6l,

1977,

developed a system for a health center that included a biogas generator an algae pond, a
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pond for fish and ducks, and an irrigated garden. Tilapia yields of up to one tory'year
were estimated and about 200 ducks per year were rearcd. Garden crops flourishedThe rcturns from this unconventional waste system on a moderate capital outlay (less
than $ 1,000.00) were impressive, panicularly since a convenrional system would have
cost almost as much. Fig. 8 shows the integrated system developed by Frankel.
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Integrated sysrem developed by Frankel (1977)
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According to Sundhagul, 1979, in Thailand, an integrated farming system is being
tested as a model for future development. The small farm covers about 0.4 hectares

with two main section- a 1.25 m. deep fish pond and

a vegetable garden- each

of about

0.2 hectares. A flat-surfaced dyke divides the two sections and continues around the
plot to retain the water and reduce extemal flooding.

A simple two-level wooden structure is constructed on the central dyke

to house both

the family and livestock. The ground floor extends over both the pond and garden
areas. Pens for up to 30 pigs are constructed in these overhanging areas. Just above
these pens on the outer edges

of the building are two rows of wooden enclosures for up

to 60 laying hens. The top floor provides accommodations for a family of four. The
roof of the building has gutters to collect rainwater for drinking and cooking.

Chicken wastes provide supplemental pig fe.ed. Pan of the pig wastes acts as

fertilizer for the fish pond, and part is used on the garden. About 5,000 flsh Clilapia)
can be reared in the pond, and maize, beans, and other vegetables can be grown in the

garden.

In the Philippines, Eusebio, 1975, in projecting the decreasing amount of land
available per person, proposed an integrated farrning system for use where space is

limited. Using pigs raised in close confinement,

algae ponds, a biogas generator, fish

ponds, and vegetable plots, a compact unit has becn suggested. Manue ftom thc hogs
and wastes from the home are used in a biogas generator

and

light.

o

produce methane for power

The liquid effluent from the biogas unit is used for algae culture, fish

farming, and finally, for garden irrigation. The algae produced is used as pan of the
pig feed and a windmill is proposed

o

pump the effluent
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An even more compact unit has been suggested by Golueke and Oswald (1973).
The design was devised on the basis of a single family unit (four persons) plus one
cow and fifty chickens. The system includes biogas generation, algae production, and
rain collection. Algae in slurry form is fed !o the cow and constitutes its sole source of

drinking water to force consumption of the algae in wet fonn. Slurry not consumed is
dried on sand beds and fed to the chickens. All human and animal wastes are fed to the
biogas unit

o provide fuel and biogas liquid effluent

used for algae culture.

Hillman and Culley, 1978, proposed an integrated dairy operation using manures for
biogas generation and the generator effluent for raising duckweed. Citing several
species

of duckweed that have proved nutritious

as food or feed and the ease

of

hawesting species of this flouing plant, they suggested the use of duckweed to treat the

effluent from the biogas unit and provide part of the cow feed. Overflow from the
duckweed lagoons could be used for fish culture and irrigation.

Maya farms in the Philippines is another example of a successful integrated
agroindustrial operation @iaz and Golueke,

199).

This Z{hectare complex maintains

15,000 pigs, marketing nearly twice that number annually. Every day, 7.5 ons
manure is fed into each of three biogas generators.

lhe

of

zl00 m3 of gas produced daily

by each digester is manifolded alternatively into rwo large floating gas collectors and
used on the farm for powering deep-well pumps, slurry pumps, a feed mill, and
refrigeration unis of a packing plant.

The liquid effluent from these digesters is fed to fish ponds, where the resulting
algae blooms support the growth of Tilapia. Digester sludge is used as a partial ration

(10 percent) in the pig feed, reducing feeding costs and producing slight increases in

gowth rate.
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ln the People's Republic of China, the Xinbu Brigade of the

kliu

Commune in

Guanedong Province is working toward self-sufiiciency through an integra.ted farming
process (Xinsheng et a1., 1980). Their rural production system involves and largely
suppons about 89 families. Fish, pigs, sugarcane, bananas and silk are produced for

sale. Much of the energy and fertilizer required is recovered from animal, human and
agricultural wastes.

Four species of fish are raised in 18 hectares of ponds scattered through the
community. Silver, bighead, and grass carp feed in the middle and upper layers of
these ponds, and dace (Cinhina molitonella) scavenge the bottoms. Annual fish yields
average about 4,400

kg&a. Pond

sludge is used for crop fertilizer.

Pigs consume kitchen wastes, napier grass, water hyacinth leaves, and purchased

fodder. Their wastes ar€ used in biogas production.
Almost all of the families have individual biogas units and seven other digesters arc
operated on a communal basis. The gas from the family unit is used for cooking and

lighting. The communal digesters power

an

elecricity generator for electic lights

and a

pulverizer, Liquid effluent from the digester is added to the frsh ponds and the sludge
is used on the field crops (Xinsheng et al., 1980),

5.13- Major Considerations for Adopting

a Waste

Utilization Prroject

The feasibility of waste utilization projects depends not only on factors such as
physical resources and needs, but also on public health, economic, and institutional
considerations. In addition, cultural mores may control strong preferences or taboos
conceming cenain altematives. Before new techniques are employed, they must first
be understood ald then seen as socially acceptable. Otherwise, interventions focused
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new or old' may be destined
purely on teahnology- whethff indigenous or foreign'
for failure.
a waste utilization
There are some aspects that must be considercd when adopting

project. Some of these aspecs are discussed below'
Public Health Concem

In many developing countries, poor environmental condidons such

as inadequate

and unsanitary water supplies, unsanitary excreta disposal, resenroirs of insect vectors,

and lack of health education can be responsible for high morbidity and mortality

(BOSTID, 1981). This is especially true among poorer groups of the population in
both rural and urban areas.

When human and animal excreta or municipal sewage is used, directly or indirectly,

for the production of food, feed, or fenilizer, it is essential to consider health
implications. Unsanitary practices when handling these materials can result in the
spread of diseases or in debilitation caused by toxic substances. Waste utilization
processes, therefore, must be carefully monitored for adverse impacts.

Organisms causing ryphoid, dysentery, and other protozoan and helminthic diseases

can be found in raw sewage and treated sewage effluents (Bryan, 1977). Tlte
contamination of vegetables irrigated with sewage is the likely cause of epidemics of
these diseases

in several instances. Fish and Eustacea in aquaculture projects using

domestic waste waters can be contaminated- Schistosomiasis propagation through
infected feces and urine is a particular concem in some areas of the world @lmendorf,
1980).

The strongest negative factor in the use of human and animal wastes for the
production of food, feed, or fertilizer is the possibility of disease transmission, which
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would negate the gains derived from the use of the waste @iedrahita Tchobanoglous,
198s).
These public health concerns can be overcome by proper management of hygienic

methods and need not prevent waste utilization. Piedrahita and Tchobanoglous (1985)
proposed an interesting exaapolation method known as "Probability Matrix Technique"
as a starting point

for assesing the risks associated with this practice. The results of

individual risk assessments can also be used to rank alternatives and to establish
research priorities.

Economic Asoects

When considering the feasibility of multipurpose projects with several outputs (for
example, an excreta disposal project that produces biogas, fertilizer and animal feed),
the economist

will attempt to establish the best mix of resource disposal, resource use,

resource recycling, which

will involve the translation of technical

constraints into

economic values. For example, the use of oxidation ponds and fish ponds as a
resource recovery system depends gready on land, and this must be valued at
opporrunity cost (BOSTID, 1981). Similarly, output values must bs realistic within a
given socioeconomic environment. If fish prcduced in waste water ale not marketable,
they have no value, and altemative technologies, such as fishmeal or algae production,
should be substituted in the feasibility analysis (Manchester and Vertrees, 1973). The

benefits and limitations of labor intensive technologies should also be considered.
Resource technologies can be designed for intensive use of manual labor, providling

extra benefi* in an economic environment where there is underutilization of labor or
high unemployment (Hansen, 1978).

By the other side evaluation of waste utilization projects is not

always

straightforward. Integrated projects, which involve the collection, treatment, and rcuse
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of human, animal or agricultural wastes, are particularly diffrcult to evaluate. One
problem arises because of the single focus of some project evaluations. Because these
projects, by their natrne, involve linkages among and across sectors, their full costs and

benefits

will not be captured if the framework of the evaluation is loo narrow

(BOSTTD,198r).
Proiect Develooment

The developer of waste disposal and utilization systems must recognize the
sociocultural aspects that can affect user acceptance of the proposed system. The
developer must not only identify sociocultural constraints, but also seek community
participation in the selection and design of waste disposal and utilization approaches.
Community participation in the evaluation of alternatives and selection of the prcferred

solution also provides an excellent opportunity for education on health and other
benefits to be derived and on the financial implications of constructing, operating, and

maintaining the system. The better inforrned the community is and the closer the
project matches the users' perceived needs and preferences, the more likely the project

will

succeed @lmendorf, 1978).

Without adequate community panicipation, the waste utilization project may fail
because the community fails

o

undertake the necessary operation and maintenance. On

the other hand, with community participation, such projects can solve waste disposal

problems with a cost substantially lower than those of conventional sewerage and can

offer the best, and possibly only, hopc for providing a solution to human waste
disposal problems in developing countries (Elmendorf, 1978).

&
Institutional Asoects

Institutional support is needed to assist communities in tasks they cannot undenake
themselves, including marketing services for the sale of resultant products, interim

financial suppon, management guidance, and the

like.

The community noay need

assistance in purchasing necessary components to enhance a product's marketability,

such as addition of phosphate of nitrogen to enrich compost, or to produce a more

profitable item, such

city (BOSTID,

as

vegetable crops ra0rer dran grain, if the project is located near a

l98l).

Another forrn of assistance may be helping a community

establish an organization to operate and maintain waste disposal and waste recovery
enterprises (Banone, 1986). Another need is technicians to repair equipment where
local maintenance is unable

o

manage the task.

Although the need for institutional support and training is generally accepted, the
desired approach may not be clear because relevant experience is scarce and often

inconclusive. Waste disposal systems in industrialized countries are highly centralized,
use sophisticated technologies, and may not be suitable or economical for most of the

medium-size and small communities in developing countries. Decentralized systems
are usually best (Banone, 1986).

In the waste disposal and utilization sector, other inputs are necessary. Other
disciplines may be needed, such as the behavioral sciences, which may not be available
in the gwemment agency rcsponsible for waste disposal and utilization. This results in

the need to establish a multidisciplinary unit with coordination among various
departrnents. One possible solution is the use of non-govemment or private voluntary
organizations to assist communities in project development. These groups are often
able to find multidisciplinary teams that are not subject to resricdons resulting from
jurisdictional disagrcement between two or more interc$ed agencies (BOSTID, 1981).
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Socioeconomic Aspects

Socioeconomic limitations result, in part, from assumptions concerning man's
readiness to adopt new ideas. The social acceptability of waste utilization projects is

just

as important as

proving technological feasibility. The people themselves must

show a willingness to change, to try something new. Much has been written about the
social and cultural impediments to fresh ideas, previously unknown technologies, new
ways of doing things, and so forth, which doubtless do exist in the mind of the billions

of current inhabitants of the rural Third World- Yet more and more instances of change
being accepted are now coming to light, whether

it

be the acceptance of new crop

varieties, biogas plants, improved cooking stoves, new preventive medicines, the need

o

rcad and write, plus the many more innovations introduced recently all over the Third

World (Lewis, 1984).
Moreover,

if

a waste utilization technology is to be disseminated readily, the

presumed beneficiaries of the technology must, in their own judgement, feel that this
technology is applicable

o

and

will benefit them- Clearly, no technology is appropriate

for all people in all circumstances. An appropriate waste utilization technology may
require the availability of irrigation facilities or a continuing supply of a given waste.

An appropriate technology for landholders will not be appropriate for those who have
no land. Each waste utilization approach must be tested and examined under widely
varying local and regional conditions. These conditions have to do with more ttran the
physical environment in which the technology is to be introduced. According to the

Board on Science and Technology for International Development, there are some
questions to be considered in an agrarian society:

. Who owns the land, the ponds, and thc equipment?
. What are the present and alternative
the waste?

uses

for all the process inputs, including
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. Has the role of women as decision shapers (if not decision makers)' rainers,
and socializers been considered?

. Will the inroduction of any new technology rcqufue cxternal subsidies?

. What instiotions can provide these subsidies if they are necessary?
. Who will be the beneficiaries of the products of the new technology?
. Who will be nonbeneficiaries?

. If the nonbeneficiaries are in the majority, what are the political implications of
introducing a technology ttrat benefits the few, rather than the many?
. Is there danger that dre technology widens income inequalities that arc akeady
a feature of many countries? (BOSTID, 1981).
These questions are raised to emphasize that no technological innovation, least of all

one that has not been widely disseminated and tested in the field will be appropriate for

all situations or all people. Finally, because the introduction of new technology may be
a culturally dismptive process, those who implement the technologies should do so

with

a clear recognition that the adaptation

of ideas or models in widely divergent

physical, social, economic, and political circumstances will require no less of an
innovative spirit than the generation of the initial conceps.

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
The demonstration model of the integrated system for the utilization of x,aste at the

barrios Cubuy-I-omas, in Can6vanas, Pueno Rico, had shown, among other things the
feasibility for obtaining a cheap fuel that:
1. can be used

for cooking and heating

2. is under the control of the consumer and need not be purchased
3. comes from a renewable local resouce.

It also had shown

a method

of handling human, animal and agricultural wastes that

is economical and attacks the problem of handling and disposing- a problem that is at
best a nuisance and at worst a serious public health hazard. Finally, among farmers at
the barrios, a practical way for obuining an economical fertilizer to maintain or raise the

productivity of their land- a fenilizer that can replace the increasingly expensive
chemical fenilizers.

The integrated system is a promising answer to many of the needs at the barrios
Cubuy-Lomas. However, more information is required before this approach can be
recommended for large-scale adoption with any assurance of economic success and

culnral acceptance.
The kind of investigations that could provide the infomration needed are:

l.

By the planner, in deciding how to allocate scarce construction materials,
funds, and technical manpower.

2. By the technologist, for recommending equipment design and materials
handling procedures.
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Also, similar integrated systems descriptions should be clarifted by a detailed sun ey
that may include the following information:

. number of similar systems constructed.
. number of similar systems operating.

. nature of the systern- individual, community or institutional.
. construction- materials, design, cost
. special problems encountered in construction.
. operation and maintenance problems, including costs.
. Amount of products derived.

. evidence of motivation to construct such a system.

In addition, several answers to different set of questions are

needed before a

planning authority embarts on a national or regional project construction:

. What impact will a national or regional policy of building the integrated system
have on the living standards of dre population?
. What is the potential of the system for meeting the overall needs of the target
area?

. WiU it meet

a public health need by providing a safe, practical, economical
method of handling municipal and agricultural wastcs?

. Are there serious sociological or culnral problems to be taken into account?
. Are there taboos that would interfere wift the handling of the raw materials or
rcsidue for fuel and food production?

. Are trained

technicians available to operate and maintain the whole or
individual sub-systems at the community?

. What would be the consequences of a "stuck" or not working community
system in terms of energy and food dependence, material flows, and
accepunce by the community?

Several technical questions must be addressed to improve the prospects of such a
system or project production schemes. They involve research on the na$re and
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properties

of waste, the use of the residue, and new

construction of such an integra.ted waste utilization systen

l.

approaches to design and

PART TWO

A GUIDE FOR TEACHING AND TRAINING RURAL PEOPLE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF FOUR SMALL SCALE PROJECTS FOR

MANAGING THEIR WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEMS BY USING
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
I firrnly recommend that this part tr should not

be used alone.

It should

be used as

an integral pan of the total work making reference to the problematic discussion and
general description already presented in pan one of this document.

Inroduction
The following guide is the rcsult of one full year of work with young rural people

my community. Here

I

describe, step by step, how

I

of

developcd four small scale

projects, or activities using appropriate technology for management waste disposal.
This guide offers the cunent state of the arts for the following activities:

l. Recycling our
2.

waste

A Biodigester

3. A Hydroponics
4. A pond for Tilapia Fishes

Although these projects undertaken by one family ar€ not big enough for

a

family to

become self sufhcient, a group business venture can be considered. Nonetheless, these

activities can be used to demonstrate a solution for waste disposal. Modern society has
removed many oppornrnities for self-reliance by burying in technological jargon much

of the information

needed by nontechnical people

choices.
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for the development of intelligent
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The demonstration projects have the intention of removing many of the anificial
barriers that can deter rural people ftom handling their problems of waste disposable,
energy and food production while they can gain the satisfaction of obtaining a cleaner

environment.
Each project witt be described separately, as a matter of convenience, however, all

projects are sub-systems of a whole integrated system that combines appropriate
technology mechanisms for the utilization and conversion of waste materials that are

typically found in rural areas. Note that most of the materials used for building ard
developing the demonstration projects are recycled items, like 55 gal. oil drums,
refrigerators, garden hoses, pipes, etc. The exception are some valves, fittings and

nails. However, these are not expensive. Most of the materials can be found

as waste

and cost no money. The transponation and labor cost will be minimat. As a matter

of

fact, we built all the four projects for approximately one hun&ed and fifty dollars

($150). If this cost is still very high, some of the materials can be interchanged wirh
those more readily found.

At the end of this guide you will find some resources on appropriate technology
(Appendix VI) and a Glossary (Appendix MI) that can be used
as refercnces to enrich
the leaming process of your students.

ACTIVITY ONE:
RECYCLING OUR WASTE2
TOTTIETEACIIER:
Discarded materials can be found anyvhere, and most of them can be recycled' reused, sold or converted by some means into something useful' We must understand

that therg are not many places where we can dispose without damage to the
environmenL In fact, it is not only a problem of the government or the private firm thu
take it from the curb side, but, it is a problem of all of us because garbage and waste
have a great impact on our eanh.

Garbage and waste should not be burned because we rnay conteminate the air that we

breath. It should not be buried because we have very few places left for burying our
waste.

The staning point to begin to "work" with our garbage and waste is in the
classification of discarded items. There arc many types of discarded materials with
some characteristics that make them useful for an specific purpose. As a matter

of

convenience, I prefer to make an "operational" classification of waste. There are rwo

major types of wastes: the bio-degradable and the non-biodegradable.

2This activity can be used as an innoduction for having tlre sturtens
become aware of the natue,
consequences and muluple usgs of wasE. Read pan one, chapter two for ideas about the classification
of waste for recycling.
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Within the classification of wastes, we can include all waste that can be converted
naturally by living organisms into simple forrns. We can include within this category:

food waste, all kind of vegetable residues, animal residues, paper cardboard and
manure. These are the most abundant. This waste has its origin in living things and
can decompose. By non-biodegradable wastes,

it should

waste that are not suitable for decomposition by

living organisms. In 0ris category, we

be understood to mean those

caa include: all kind of plastics, rubbers, metals, glass, concrete, as the main nondecomposers.

If we take a look

at our household garbage and wastes of the famr, any of this waste

can be classified under one of these categories. Of course, there are some excepdons to

this general classification, as for example, oil, has its origin in fossils of living
organisms. Oil can be decomposed by some specialized bacteri4 but generally it is
taken as a non-biodegradable item because: (1) its decomposition is unusual to most

of

the bacterial fauna; and (2) its decomposition takes a long period of time.

On the basis of this "operational" classification of wastes, we can start to sort our
discarded materials. This means two waste baskets. Some bio-degradable items can be

sold.

These include: newspaper, magazines, old telcphone books, card board,

foodstuff, etc. Other can be composted for a soil conditioner, or can be used for
energy production in a biodigester (activity two). From the non-biodegradable waste,
we can locate appropriate markets. Items like glass, plastics, aluminum, tin cans, metal
scraps, etc., can b€

sold. There are many people around the world that sustain their

livelihood by rccycling wastes. The recycling of some special waste can create selfemployment. Collecting, processing, selling or a combination of all, can create new
businesses. The particular market in one's arca will detennine the most viable option.
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The prices for these materials will vary with the type of materials and the condition of
the matedal.

I

have found, at least, four to five materials that have a solid market in my area.

These are: aluminum, paper and card board, glass, metal scraps, and post dated and
discarded foods. Any person that is considering a business venture with waste should

follow the following three simple rules:

RUIJ NO. 1
Find out if there is a market for an specific waste.

RULE NO. 2
Find out the availability and quantity of that waste in your area.

RULE NO. 3
Find out the quality that the market requires and the price that buyers are willing to
pay.

I have found in my iuea that rccycled aluminum is the best market with the highest
prices per pound. Aluminum cans can bring

fifty cens a pound. Prices for

glass are

not as good, but glass can still bring fony dollars a ton. However, in contrast, it is
easier to collect a pound of glass than a pound of aluminum cans. Prices for meml
scraps vary

copper for

with the type of alloy. Iron scraps can be sold for twenty dollars a ton;

Iifty cents a pound; and bronze for thirty cents a pound. Another recycled

metal that has been currently added is platinum, whose major source is the catalyst

of

the exhaust systems of the automobiles. Recycle catalyst are sold for nine dollars each.
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OBJECTWE:
To have rural people acquire interesr in Ecycling prcjects.
TTIE CONCEPT:

Bio-degradable wastes can retum to the soil as raw materials for living organisms,
especially for growing plants. Some non-biodegradable wastes can be re-used or sold
for recycling.
Materials:

1. Charts
2. Plastic Bags
3. Grass Clippings

4. Samples of glass, metal scraps, aluminum, paper, card board, tin cans, food
wastes,- vegetable residues, different types-of animal manure, plastics,
rubber, leather, etc.
Procedure

This activity involves several other activities that can be used as independent lessons

for demonstrating to students the characteristics, qualities and uses of wastes. The
following list of activities can be used for this purpose.

1. Make a chart showing the most common discarded materials

and the

fann

from the home

2. Have the students make a list of discarded materials from their homes and
farrrs.
3. Explain to.the studens the differences between bio-degradable and nonbiodegradable wastes.
4. Have the students identify items from their list,
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5.

fvlake_ a _ simple

experiment burying separately some samples
-after

degradable waste and non-biodegradable waste. Examine them

of bioa week.

(Most probable, non-biodegradible wastes will be intact, while the biowill have panially decomposed)

degradable waste

6. Conduct a second simple experimenu Fill up a 30 gals. (or larger) rash bag
with grass clippings. Tie it up, and keep it aii tight for at least one day. Aftei
one day, op__e-n,it and ask the srudents to place their hands inside the bag. The
interior will be warm and wet even if the bag was kept in a shadow.
Fqport a grass generates heat that can be usefirl-for water heating or space
heaq3g. If the-grass is teep closed for additional days, it will develop irold
and fungus, a characteristic of biodegradable wastes.

7. tientify some markets near your community for recyclables, such

as

aluminum, glass, paper, card board, metal scraps, etc... Visit them with the
students and ask dre managers for a description bf the processes that are used
for recycling.

8. Have-your students collect recyclables
recyclables from tlreir homes.

for selling by starting with their own

9. Conduct an experiment with the students for making recycled paper.
Computer paper is the best for recycling, and has the hi-ghesi pricein^the
market.
10. Ta-ke a visit with your students to your local landfill. Have the students
observe the operation at the site. Most probably you will find that there are
some scavengers scratching around for recyclables. Have the students talk
with them about_what they are looking for, where they sell it and the price
they can geL Hold a class discussion about the consequences of this method
for waste disposing. (Land, water and sub-surface w-ater contamination by
leacheate; rats; flies breed; spontaneous fire; air contamination; fugrtive dusi;
a source for disease transmission, etc.). Although some experts point out that
landfill is today's most efficient way to diipose of w:aste, -however, at
prese time the Environmental Protection Agency @PA) has an enforcement
over all landfiils that will increase the operational cost for them. The use of a
plastic membrane or lining under the-operational site, for controlling the
lecheate, pits for monitoring sub-surface water, control mechanisml for
gase-s, alqgome of the rcgulatory measures that increase the operational cost
for landfills. The claim and iationale of low costs will -no longer be
applicable.

Strategies:

The main objectives of these activities are to demonstrate and teach people about the

two major types of waste and garbage; the bio-.degradable and the non-biodegradable.
The activities are also to teach that these types of waste should be separated

u

the

origin

(home and farm), in order to obtain the maximum benefits from thern Bio{egra.dable
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wastes can be disposed at the farrn for compost, and some non-biodegradable can be

sold, for recycling (aluminum, glass, cardboard, etc...). By recycling, less waste has

to be disposed of in landfills, and furthermore, some money can be earned from
rccyclables.

It is imperative to encourage rural people to

use rwo waste baskets: one for the bio-

degradable wastes, and one for the non-biodegradable. This last waste basket can be
used for the non-recyclables, like rubber, some plastics, polyester, nylon, ceramic, tin

cans (in some areas there are markets for tin cans). Recyclables should be collected

separately. There are some basic rules for collecting recyclables; glass bottles should
be clean and can be keep in a 50 pounds nylon sack at a place in the backyard or farrn

or in a comrgated box at a sheltered place; aluminum cans can be folded by the middle
and collected in trash bags; general purpose paper, newspaper, cardboard, colTugated

carton, magazines, etc., should be dry and can be tied with a string and kept at a
sheltered place; metal scraps can be kept in the backyard or

famr. In those

areas where

markets for plastic milk and soda bottles exist, these should be clean and kept in trash
bags for selling.

If larger quanities of each of
price. Of course, more

space

these recyclables are collected, the higher

will

will

be the

also be needed until you obtain a maximum quantity,

and this could be a limiting factor to your collecting. On large farms, space should not

bc a problem. However, for those who can not afford the collection of Iarger
quantities, fair prices can be obtained

if the product is taken directly to the market.

Depending of the area, a phone call to the market or its representative is enough for
them to come for the recyclables at curb side. In this case, prices paid arc lower.
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kecautions:

If you decide

to visit a nearby landfill with the students, some precautions must be

taken. l,andfills are dangerous places. Heavy machinery are at work like bulldozen,
trucks, compactors, loaders, etc., and penons could be injured. Also, remember that
some wastes are vehicles of diseases. Moreover, some landfills receive bio-medical

wastes that are very dangerous. Your students, along with you, should have
antitetanus shots prior to the

visir

ACTIVTTY TWO

THE BIODIGESTER
TO THE TEACHER: @lease read this section completely before you start to construct
the model described below.)

As stated early ion part one, a biodigester is an "Air Tight Chamber" for the
treatment of organic wastes. The technique involved gives three basic products that can
be useful: (1) methane in the form of biogas; (2) nutrient-rich water; and (3) a sludge
that can be used as a soil conditioner. The process results from anaerobic bacteria that

"digest" the organic material. For this to be possible, some conditions must

be

provided:

.A

good proponion betrveen high and low c/n ratio wastes

.A working pH between 6.0 and 8.0
.Temperature above 28oC.

There are fundamentally two t)?es of digesters; thc Indian and the

friaesE. The

Indian uses a loose steel that floats up and down on the cushion of gas, maintaining a

fairly constant pressure. The Chinese

uses a

fixed cap, constructed from reinforced

concrete as part of the digester tank. The gas pressure is allowed to build up and a
safety valve fitted in case it should rise too much (Figs. 9 and

of biodigesten can operate in two different ways

as a batch

l0).

Both of these types

or as a continuous flow. In

the batch way, the biodigester is filled with a determined amount of waste at once and

that amount is kept until the production of biogas is stopped.

It is, then, opened,

cleaned and filled again. In the continuous flow way, the biodigester is filled at once,

but it is fed with a fair amount of waste at a regular basis, daily, weekly, or monthly

(Figure

1l).

Each of these processes has some advantages and disadvantages. In the
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former (Indian) the production of biogas will start and rise to an optimum, followed

with

a

flow down, until it stops. This will limit the use of energy to

because of the waiting time for the next biogas production.

flt

a given period

takes usually three

weeks before a well balanced digester starts producing biogas). In the latter (Chinese),

biogas production is continuous. Notwithstanding, the batch type offers some
advantages over the continuous

flow type. The former @arch type) requires less skills

to be operated and eliminates the chances for disturbing or upsetting the anaerobic
process that sometimes occurs when the system is operated as a continuous flow.
Batch biodigesters are usually utilized when large amounts of waste like vegetable crop
residues are disposed seasonally.

The model described here is a combination of the Indian and Chinese biodigesters,

ald it can be operated

as a barch

Level of
S lu rry

Biogas for

:l
lnlet

or as a continuous flow digester.

pipe

fuel
Slurry

\

4

ffi

Figure No.

9-

Dagram of

Fixed cover
for gas storage

Outlet pipe
Sludge

a Chinese

Biodigester
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The model consist of the following: (sce Figure 12)

A mixer tank- The tank that will receive the organic waste for mixing with water
prior to entering the ferrnentation chamber or digester unk
A digester unk- The tank where the anaerobic proces will take place.

A clarifier

tank- The tank that

will collect the outflow waste water for

sedimentation.

A

sun sludge dryer- A meal cage for drying the sludge.

The gas accumulator- A floating cover where the gas (methane) will be
collected
A fumace for buming

dre gas-

All of these sub-systems will

A stove with one single range.

be connected by pipes and garden hoses, with special

devices as valves for controlling thc flow of organic waste water. The imponance

of

this system is not the size, but that one can be used for the treatnnent of organic wastes.
However, the system is big enough to provide energy in the form of methane that can
be used for heating and sludge that can be used as a soil conditioner.

Objectives:

To inforrn rural people how to construct a biodigester.
Concept:

A biodigester can be useful for the treament of organic wastes and for recovering
energy in the form of methane and nutrient-rich water and sludge as soil conditioner for

plant growing.
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Diagram of the demonstration biodigester
(see next page for explanation)
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Materials:
The basic materials for the construction of the biodigester are the following; (Refer to

Figure 12.)
1, 3, 5. Three 55 gallons drums

2. One sealed plastic or steel tanks (300 to 400 gals.)

4. Sun sludge dryer (refused refrigerator)
6. One inner plastic liner of a 55 gallon drum

7. Two elbows, PVC, 3 inch diameter, SCH 20
8. Three

"Y" join PVC,

3 inch diameter,

SCII20

9. Six male adapters, 3 inches diameter, PVC, SCH 20
10. One

"tee", 3 inches diameter, PVC, SCH 20

11. Six male adapters,
72.

12 inch diameter, PVC, SCH 40

One"tee",12 inch diameter, PVC, SCII40

13. Two pieces of ten feet rubber garden hose, 3/4 inch diameter
14. One 45 grades curve, 3 inches diameter, PVC, SCH 20
15. One gas stove, single range

l6.One inner tube of a motorcycle tire
17. One check valve,
I E. One

-

-

12 inch diameter

half inch valve

A couple ofpieces (nipples), 12 inch, PVC, Pipe
Four

'O" ring

nuts, 3 inches diameter, stainless steel

One can of PVC cement

Six 3 inch diameter clamps (metal round clamps)
Three pipes, 3 inches diameter, PVC, SCH 20, ten feet long

Two female adapteN, 3 inches tliameter, galvanized iron
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Basic Tools:

-

An aluminum or steel pipe wrench, 24 inches or equivalent

A hack saw
A slotted screwdriver
A drill with bits

-4eneral purpose tools
Location of the biodigest€r

The biodigester can be located any place outdoors, but a low or moderately slope
surface is preferred, for using gravity and different levels of the eanh surface. In
addition, a clear, open and large enough area is recommended for allowing the sun in
and for providing future expansion of the system. This biodigester can be mounted
above the earth surface making

it simpler

to construct

Preparation of the digester tank

The digester tan-k could be of 300 to 400 gallons, smaller or larger. The size will
depend upon the amount of organic waste that you can dispose.

If your digester

tank is made of steel, you

will probably

need to solder two female

adapters, 3 inches galvanized iron on it: one at the bottom of one side, and another at
the centerof the other side of the tank (See Figure 13).

If

the tank is made of plastic,

it

can be easier to make. Either tank needs an input pipe and an output pipe, 3 inches in

diameter. These pipes need to be adapted with male adapters,3 inches in diameter,
PVC, SCH 20. The tank also needs an open hole on its top for the biogas output. At
this hole, you will need to adapt a U2 inch diameter, male adapter, PVC, SCH 40.
These are the only openings that the digester tank needs. One, three inches diameter
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opening for an input pipe; one, three inches diameter opening for an output pipe, and
one 12 inch diameter opening for a gas output pipe.

maleadapter,WC,lD
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Figure
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The Mixer Tank
The mixer tank is the one that will receive the raw organic wastes for mixing prior to

entering the fermentation chamber or digesrer tank. This is a 55 gal. drum opened at
one side or the top. Usually, these drums have an opening two inches in diameter, but

this opening is too small to have the waste flow through
inches diameter opening at a place in the bottom of the

it. you will

need to ma-ke a 3

dnrrn At this opening, you will

need to fit or adapt a male adapter, 3 inches diameter, pVC, SCII 20. See Figure 14.

H

drum,S5 gal.

"O" ring

mzleadaptu,Wc,3
Figure

14-TheMixerank

Use silicon or a rubber seal, and righten very well with an "O', ring nut to avoid
leaks.
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The Clarifier Tank

The clarifier tank

will receive the digested effluent

waste water from the digester

tan-k. This clarifier tank is another 55 gal. dnrm arranged in the same way as the mixer
tank.
The Gas Accumulator

The gas accumulator will collect the biogas produced by the digester unk- This gas

accumuiator is the third 55 gal. drum. It has a hard plastic liner that fits the inner
diameter of the drum. This drum will be arranged in the following manner (See Figure

No. 15, for more details). Make the drum with one side oPen at the toP. Be surc that
the hard plastic liner can slide inside the drum. Open one side of the plhstic liner and
put it with this opened side down inside the drurn

naleadagcr"Wc-112'

{
floating cover

*E.r*o"**

Levelofvara

r-

Figurc

15-

The gas acsumulaor

55

gd. drum
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When you

fill

the 55 gal. drum with plain water, three fourth filled, the plastic liner

will float up and down, depending upon the amount of air or gas that is trapped inside

it.

Place a half inch diameter male connector or adapter, PVC, at the top of the plastic

liner, for gas inflow and oudlow. Be sure that you have no leak of gas from the
accumulator. The gas accumulator will work as a floating cover.
The Sun Sludge Dryer

The sun sludge dryer will collect the sludge from both the clarifier and the digester
tanks. The sun sludge dryer is

a

recycled refrigeraor. The inner metal cage is arranged

for sludge collection. Refer to Figure 16. Make

a three inches diameter hole at one

of

its sides and another, same size hole, at the opposite side. Connect a male adapter, 3
inches diameter, PVC, to both holes in the same way that you did with the mixer and

ciarifier tanks. At one of these male adapters place a wire mesh from a recycled
window screen. Try to seal every little hole around the metal cage with silicon or other
sealant to avoid leaks. Paint black the inside and outside of the metal cage and cover

the top of it with a transparent plastic for preventing rain from entering, but leaving an
opening gap benveen the plastic and top of the cage for evaporation of water.
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Figure

l*The

Ouput

wire mesh

sun sludge dryer

Other Devices:

-

Rubber valves

Rubber valves are needed for controlling the flow of the organic waste water. The
system will need three of these valves. Rubber valves are made with an inner tube of a

motorcycle tire, that fits the three inches diameter PVC pipes. Cut 18 inches of the ube
and attach it at each end of the pipes to be connected. Use "O" ring metal clamps for

tightening each end of the rubber tube to the pipes. Keep the rubber tube flexible or
loose at the center between the two pipes being connected. Do not stretch the center

of

9l
it (Refer to Figure 1?). For closing

rope and tie
the "valves", use a nylon piece of

it

at

the center of the rubber tube.
PVC PiPe'

'O'

3' diam

P.rngs ClamPs

i

Mototcycle u$e
Rubber valve in oPen Position

Nylon roPe

J

Rubber valve in closed Position

Figure

-A

17-

Rubber

Vdve

Mixing Device

Sometimes a mixing device is needed for mixing the interior of a digester. The

mixing activity wiil break ttre scum that builds up in the fermenution chamber allowing
the bubbles of gas to release

up. The mixing device can be made with a piece of a

flexible plastic tied to a nylon rope @efer to Figure 18). This device should be smail
enough to enter the three inches diameter holes at the digester unk, and it should 6e ser

in the interior of the digester prior any firther connection.
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Ny lon rope

digesterank

rr
!

--

Knot

I

pieceofPYC,2
Figure

18-

The Mixing device

For the mixing device, I used a piece of two feet long, PVC pipe two inches
diameter, cut acmss in the middle and tied at the center to a nylon rope, long enough so
that one can pull any end avoiding the other to get

in. Make

a secure knot at the

mixing

device to avoid it from sliding along the rope.
The setting of the system

When you get all the sub-systems arranged in the manner described above, you will
be ready for connecting aII the pieces together. The connection

will

be done as follows

(refer to Figure 12 for details). Connect the thrce inches diameter pipes as shown in
Figure 12. The distance between one sub-system and another should be enough to let
you operate the 'tubber valves" and the mixing device.

The most imponant detail in setting the biodigester system is the setup of the mixer
tank and the clarifier tank according to the working slurry level in the digester tank.
For the mixer tanl(, you will probably need to stand it upright on

a raised

platform for
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obtaining the desired height. This platform can be made of wood
and some concrete
blocks (see Figure l9).

i-

drum,55 gai.

Mixertank

t
Woodplatfofm
Figure

19-

Raised plarform for the mixing tank

Concrete block
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When standing up the mixer tank be sure that dre bottom of it is above or at the same
level as the level of the slurry inside the digester. The level of the slurry in the digester
can be twelve inches below the top of the digester
the mixer tank and the biodigester (Rubber valvc

tank Place a "rubber valve" bet'*een

#l).

The effluent pipe should be at the same level as the slurry so that when you get this
Ievel, any additional organic load that you add to the digester will make an overflow to
the clarifier tank, as an effluent. The clarifier tank should be on a pladorm too, but
much lower than the mixer tank (see Figure 20).

Mixer tank

level ofslurry

E

E

I

I

Itl

I

i

ground
I

Clatifier tank

*o+

diScstlr

Figurc

20-

Ert

L:vcting thc mixer, digcster

and

clarifi*

tanks

The digester tank will be connected, also, to the gas accumulator. This connection

will

be made by a rubber garden hose. Placc a half an inch diameter chcckvalve

between this connecdon. The checkvalve will prevent a backflow of biogas from the

i

9s
gas accumulator to the digester

tank. place the checkvalve at the oudet of the digester

tank, and then connect the garden hose to rhe gas accumulator (see Figure

Tee, l/2", PVC

Cha-k valve, 12"

hal

f inch valve ----"""""r

garden hose

floating mver

level of water

Flow of gas

gas

biodigester

Figure 2l

-

2l).

accumulator

Gas accumulator connected to the biodigester

Connect another piece of garden hose from the accumulator to a single range
stove.

Place a half inch flow valve near the gas stove (see Figure

2l).

Be sure that any

connections that you make with the garden hoses are tight enough and do not leak.
The
best garden hose that

fits very well to a half an inch pVC pipe is the 3/4 inch diamercr

one.

Connection of the Clarifier Tank

The clarifier tank will be connected es shown in Figure

20.

The most important

detail here is to adjust the overflow pipe to rhe level of the slurry in the digester. Once
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you determine the maximum level of the slurry (about 12 inches from the top of the
digester tank), set the overflow pipe to this level.

For the sludge pipe that comes from the digester tank, adapt the #2 rubber valve in
the same way rhat you did with

#l

rubber valve. Keep #2 valve in the closed position,

when starting to load the digester.
Stand the clarifrer tank on conffete blocks to avoid breaking the sludge pipe. Water

from the clarifier tank could be used for hydroponic growing (next activity), for
flowing into

a pond,

or for irrigation.

Preparation of the waste material and operation of the biodigester

The biodigester could receive any biodegradable ncaterial. Some are easily
degradable, like manure, grass clippings, water hyacinths, food residues, etc. Other
are not, like leather, straw, cardboard, bones,

etc... Try to use those that are easily

degradable for a rapid performance. If you use paper (newspaper, for example), cut

it

in little pieces. Appendix VIII shows some materials mix that you can try in your
digester.

For mixing the wastes in the mixing tank, close the rubber valve just ahead of

it. put

the wastes inside and add the amount of water needed (see Appendix IX for amount of
water needed per rype of waste). Use a piece of wood or something similar for stirring
(be careful with the

split). Then, open the rubber valve and tet the waste get inside the

digester tank. You can make a mix apart in five gallons drums and then pour it into.the

mixer through the digester tank.

To shorten the time period for the production of biogas, you qrn use sludge from a

working biodigester or some composted material. Try to

lill

the biodigester tank at

once, for a faster operation. Though you can load it little by little, you

will not ger an
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air tight condition inside the tank until the level of the slurry reaches or overpasses the
upper level of the input pipe. From this time, once you add the following load, you

will

see the gas accumulator

stove is

off).

floating (if the gas valve is in the open position and the

Open the stove valve for expelling the air inside the tank until you reach

the overfiow level. From this moment, close the stove valve, and each subsequent load

will slightly push up the gas accumulator,

but just until the excess of water flow out to

the clarifier tank. Then, the gas accumulator

will go down again. Remember that this

is a flow type digester, and when you reach the overflow level, each time you add fresh

material to the digester tank, old material will flow out to the clarifrer. Remember to
close the #2 rubber valve when you start loading the digester.

When you reach the overflow level on the digester, stop adding waste material.

If

your digester is well balanced, it will start producing some gas in the first two weeks.

Most of this gas is carbon dioxide. You will be aware of it,
because the light of a match

will blow out. After

be methane and should bum without blowing

if

you try to bum it,

three weels most of the biogas should

oul

The rate and quality of the biogas is

dependable on many factors, but the most imponant are pH, temperature and type of
waste mixed. After the first good quality gas production, you can continue adding

fresh wastes on a regular basis. Twenty five gallons can be a fair amount for adding
each

day. This is a continuous flow type digester, notwithstanding you do not need to

add fresh material for three or more days, it

will

be on gas production

for several weeks

(of coune, depending on how well balanced is the digester).

After thirty days or more, you can draw out some sludge from the bottom of the
digester by opening the valves for this purpose. The sludge can be &ied in the sun
dryer, and can be used as a soil conditioner when it becomes mostly dry.
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Srategies

.You can use :rn easy small model of a biodigester for illustrating the principle
involved.

. Ask some local factories for free refused materials.

. Check for any leaks, specially gas leaks. Use a soap water at any suspect point
Precautions

.When handling manure, use rubber gloves. Avoid handling, for this time,
human
feces. Have yourself and your students get a reinforced shot for tetanus.

. Methane is explosive. Don't leave the stove on and unattended. Avoid
smoking
near the gas accumulator. Write some signs near it that
Gas", or something like it

. Make or find

will

.

say Danger, Flammable

.

a top cover

for the clarifier tank, to avoid mosquito breeding.

ACTIYITY THREE
THE HYDROPONIC SYSTEM
TO TTIE TEACHER:

The hydroponic system described here is a sub-system of the overall integrated
waste utilization system. Like evory hydroponic system, plants

will receive their

nutrient requirements by means of an aqueous solution. Although most types of
hydroponics (commercial ones) utilize inorganic fertilizen soluble in water, the one that

will

be described here

will

use nutrient

rich waste water. It is well established the

beneficial use of the effluent from a biodigeser or waste water for growing plants (See
Part I, chapter

5). The technique is based upon the principle that

states that effluent

will

keep the original ions and minerals that were prcsent on the raw waste. This is a
practical way to rccycle those minerals

as

plant fmd-

One of the advantages of the hydroponic technique versus soil cultivation is that you
save time keeping weeds out of your

plans. Even more, you do not need soil for crops

growing. In addition, waste water qualiry is improved by the acdon of the plant's root
system that works like a frlter. In this way, you can dispose of it without major risk

of

environmental contamination.

Waste water can be used literally for growing any plant, edibles and non-edibles,
however,

I strongly

recommend that you not use

it with those crops where the edible

part could be in direct contact with waste water, for example, lettuce, cabbage, erc., for

avoiding

a health

risk. This system is probably more effective

as an ornamental plant

growing technique. Notwithstanding, I first tested the system with tomatoes, taking
carc not to contaminate the ftuits.
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This activity will consist on ttre construction of one or more wood channel boxes,
where you can grow tomato plants using the effluent wase water from the clarifier tank

of the biodigester system. Waste water from the clarifier ank will flow through
garden hose connected between the tank and the channel box, where it

a

will feed the

plants by the roots. At the same time, water will flow through the channel box and
couJd go to a pond or to an irrigation area.

For starting the activity, you must keep the digester for at least one month without
adding fresh material. this

will give

some time for waste to be stabilized and digested

by bacteria. The construction needed for this activity is simple. Most of the materials
needed could be refuses obtained from small dumping arcas around a community. The

only possible trouble could be in terms of the identification of plant's nutrient
deficiencies or diseases that could affect the normal development of plants. I includc a

list dtat could help in the identification of major and most common nutrient deficiencies
of plants (see Appendix

X). I also include some hints for the prevention of insects

that

could be harmful to plants.
Objective

To introduce rural people to the use of waste water as

a possible resourcc

for food

production.
The Concept
Waste water from a biodigester is nutrient rich and could be used for growing plants.

Materials (ust those needed for the construction of one unit, you can duplicate it for
morc unis)

. One foot per eight feet of plywood, half an inch thick.
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. One foot per eight feet of plywood, l/4 inch thick.

. Two, three or four inches wide, ten feet long, half an inch thick,

pieces

of

wood.
. A piece of plastic, two feet wide, ten feet long (those used for preventing floor
to be painted when a wall is being painted).

. Ten feet of half an inch diameter, garden hose.
. One 3/8 inch valve.
. Tomato seeds

. One pound of nails, two inches long, for wood.
Procedure

Refer to Figure

22. Make

the following box or channel using the half an inch

plywood for the bottom. To the 1/4 inch plywood, drill two inches diameter holes,
eighteen inches apan, at the center line (see Figure 22). This will be the top cover of
the channel box. The holes

will

be used

for planting. On an eight feet long channel

box you can grow at least five plants. Drill a hole half an inch down, at one of the
exremes of the channel box. Fit the plastic inside the channel box for protection of
wood and to avoid water to filter through. Fit a garden hose in the half an inch hole (be
sure that goes through the plastic). The garden hose needs to be Iong enough to run to
a pond

or to an irrigation area-
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Figure

t

Plywood

l/4'

Wood channel box for hy&oPonic tomatoes

For feeding the plants, that will be growing on the channel box, you will need
another piece of a garden hose long enough from the clarifier tark of the biodigester
system to the opposite cxtreme of the channel box. To control dre water flow from the

clarifier unk, adapt a 3/8 inch valve at some point along the hose. You can use two 3/8
nipples for this purpose. By this valve you can feed the system by dropping. The
garden hose needs to be plugged at the upper level of the clarifier tank (ust below it).

For this purpose, you will need to drill a hole in the clarifier tank, but remember to do

it

smaller than the ouside diameter of the garden hose so that when you plug it, it will not

leak. If you

use a garden hose

of half an inch, inner diameter, the outside diameter will

be, probably, 5/8 of an

inch. Therefore you will need to drill

clarifier unk for

fir

23.

a

tight

The hydroponic system

will

a

half inch hole at the

appear as

it is shown in Figurc

r03
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effluent flow
clarifier tank
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YVood channel
box
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Figurc
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for hydroponic

aomatoes

C.oncleta block

Hydroponic system conneaed
to the clarifier tank ofa biodigester

Propagation of the Tomato
Seeds

For seeds germinadon you
can use five individual pieces
of foam. Make a little hole
at the center of each piece
of foam and place on thre€
or four seeds of tomatoes. you
can do this in the channel
box, but keep out the top
cover of the box for this
time, so
the seeds can get more light.
Keep the foam with the
seeds wet at th" time,
Urt nol
flooded. Use fresh water for
this time. When secds sprour
out, and have some tiny
but real leaves, pur them in position
with the holes of the top
cover of the channel box.
Add some sraw as mulch
throughout the inside of the
channel box and around
the five
foams with plants. Cover
the channel box with
the top covcr. planf
should grow
through the holes at the top
and all ready to receive waste
water from the clarifier tank
of the biodigester system. The
flow of warer need not be continuous. you
just need to
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keep the foams and straw wet but not flooded. Let the water drain to a pond or use

it

for irrigation on other soil plants. If you prefer, you can lay the channel box on

a

swivel as shown in Figure 24. lJse

a

log fixed with stones for avoiding rolling.

down

clarifier
ground

I
Fig.

24-

stones

-I

Hydroponic channel box on

Piece of log

a

up

swivel.

By this way, the swivel lets you keep the nufient water for more time in the channei
box, two or three days, flowing back and fonh by moving the channel box, one side up
and one side down. Remember rc fold and de the output hose to avoid water flow out
and not to put too much water in the channel to avoid

it to overflow. Whenever you

want the water to flow in one direction, put that side of the channel box down and
secure

it.

You can keep the water in the channel box for two or thrce days before you

dispose of it to a pond or for irrigation. Remember that the water that you will have for

your hy&oponic system will be the excess water from the digester whenever you load
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this. For this reason, unless you load the digester every day, you will not have a
continuous flow for the hydroponic systern

Srategies

. Use fresh and cenified seeds. Try to buy seeds disease and fungus resistant.
. When germinating, take good care of the little plant.

. Try to locate the hydroponic on a concrete floor or something similar to avoid
clearing weeds out, around the systenl and for better pest control.
. Look for a full sun place. Vegetables are sun lovers.

. Aluminum foil at the base of each plant helps to protect the crops from some
harmful insects.

. Check pH at the clarifier tank. Optimum pH for tomatoes is between 5.5 and
6.8. Most digester's effluent is neutral (pH around 7). Use battery acid for
lowering the pH. Use blue bromotymol (from a pet shop) for checking pH.
Be careful when adding acid Add it, drop by drop, and check pH each time.
In case you get a lower pH, add some lime for raising ir
. Growing vegetables by this method is sometimes troublesome, requiring some
skills, because of the nutrients demand of the plants. Use Appendix X as a
guide for checking nutrient deficiencies. Appendix X could help you for
providing the deficient nutrients. In case you get too many troubles, try
growing ornamental plants ttrat are less demanding.

. If you decide to grow sukel tomato plants, you will need to add a hanger to
the channel box. See Figure 25. Keep all branches lifted from the floor.
Use nylon string and plastic clips. Ask a garden store for clips used for this
purpose.
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wrre

1

steel pipe
I

clamps

ground
Figure

25-

A channel box for hydroponic with

a hanger.

Precautions

. Avoid mosquito breeding covering any exposed water.

. Wear rubber gloves when handling waste water.
. Avoid direct contact of waste water with foliage and fruia.

. When harvest the fruits, wash them thoroughly.

ACTIYITY FOUR

A POND FOR TILAPH FISHES
TO THE TEACFIER:

It had been said that

an acre of water is more prcductive than an acre of land.

Aquaculture's superior productivity is due to three characteristics of its medium. First,

water absorbs and retains the sun's energy better than land- Therefore, a pond will
have more energy available for organisms to use than a comparable land area- Second,

water can diffuse material throughout itself. This is an ability that dry land lacks. This

ability to mix materials within itself results in a much more even distribution of
nutrients than that of soil. On land, one spot might be deficient in a vital nurient that is

at toxic concentration in a spot but a few feet away. The third advantageous
characteristic of water is that it occupies a three dimensional space: different organisms

can live at different depths under the same area of surface. Land is virtually two-

dimensional, with life only on, and a short distance above and below the surface.
Thus, an area of water is more productive than an equal area of land because there is
more habitable volume.

With this activity we complete

a whole system

for waste management, an integral

system of waste utilization for energy, fenilizer and food production. The construction

of the pond, that will be described, will serve for three main purposes:

-

For improving the quality of the waste water

For growing Frsh as a food sourcc

As a water reservoir for recirculation, mixed with raw waste that
the biodigester, and complete a cycle.
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will feed
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This activity is the most work intensive of all four of the activities, but it is the most
enjoyable when completed.

ihe satisfaction that the students will receive from gowing

their own fishes is only comparable with their knowledge that this activity brings about
nature and its process of

life. A pond is an ecosystem and like

every ecosystem there

should exist harmony within all its components. The sun will provide the energy for
algae growing; algae

will provide oxygen and food for fish growing; bacteria will

decompose waste residues from fish. However, an imbalance between one or some of
these components can produce a disaster,

if not the death of the whole ecosystem. Tm

much fertilizer input into rhe pond can produce an algae bloom that at night will
compete for oxygen with the fishes. If too many frsh are growing (overpopulation) in a
closed area, they will compete with each other for food and oxygen, ald the result can

be too much waste residues that the bacteria can not convert, creating a toxic
environment for the fish.

The management of a pond is not a simple task. It requires some skills, but with
practice it can be converted into something routine and troublehee, and a delight for the

whole class.
Objective
The construction of a small scale pond for waste water improvement and Tiiapia flsh

growing.
The C-oncept

Waste water from a biodigester can be used for fenilizing a pond where Tilapia
fishes can be culture,
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Materials

-

One plastic liner, 20

g mil.

thick

Twenty feet of pVC pipe, 2 inches diametea SCH 20.
Three feet, PVC pipe, 3 inches diameter, SCH 20.

-One

-

X 30 feet, 6 or

elbow, PVCpipe, 2 inches diameter, SCH 20.

Picks and shovels.

Procedure

The most important thing when preparing a pond is the site selection. The best site

to make this rectangular shaped pond is on a moderately sloped ground and near a
ravine where you can get a continuous flow of water by gravity. Although the second

condition would be preferable, but not necessary, the first is a must for rhe overflow
output pipe. Try to find out a place near the biodigester and hydroponic systems, with
a

low siope to start measuring the size of the pond. Locate one of the shonest side of

the pond, down the slope (see Figure 26). It would be preferable that the wind blows

in that direction because the pond's output or overllow will be located to this side. See
Figwe 27 for

a possible alrangement

btween the sub-systems.
PVC pipc,

3'

diam.

overllow pipc

zvi

c-!'----i t---._

m

F-J--+l

t+
elbow,

Fig.

26-

Side view of a pond on a slope ground.

PVC,2"

PYC PiPe,2" diam.

\
"%
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Receiver tank 3. Clarifier tank
2. Biodigester
4. Hydroponics
1.

Fig.27- A possible

5. Sun sludge dryer
6. Pond for Tilapia

arrangement between the biodigester, hydroponic
and pond.

will measure 10 X2O feet, wirh a depth from
two and a half feet to rhree
feet at the overflow ourput pipe. At first
sight, it looks like you will need to dig a big
The pond

hole, but it is not necessary if you do it in
the correct way. The rectangular shape
of the
pond is useful and convenient for fishing
as it is for building
Most of the earth that
you will remove will be used for the
banks around the pond, and this will
help you

it

obtain the needed depth.

Stan the pond at the center, within an area
of four feet by founeen feet long. See
Figure 28.

put rcmovcd soil
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hclr

o

Dig this arca f[st

10

{-3

put removed soil hcre
Top view

Removed carth

Origiral ground

Ittrcl of we&r
T.

,(-ri---tt(-

1+

J_*

soss view

Fig.

28-

Top view and cross view of Tilapia fish pond

-{-

Throw the removed soil approximately thrce feet away from the pond area This will

giv€ you some depth for the pond above the original ground, and it will protect the
pond from rain runoff. To get the needed depth of the pond, you

will

need to dig

approximately from one and a half to two feet deep, four feet wide, fourteen feet long.
Remember to keep a channel at the lowest and deepest side of the pond for the overflow

output pipe.

When you get the needed depth of the pond, cut the border around the pond three
feet wide from each side with a slope shapo. See Figure 29.

tt2

Removed earth

Second cut

l<j- --

(-5

I
I

I

First cut

I
I
i

OriginaJ groun d

I

+'

Fig.

29-

Cross view of the

frst

and second cut for earth removing at one of rhe

shortest sides of a pond.

The overllow output pipe will be set and buried at the lowest and deepest side o;f the

pond.

See Figure

26. This output pipe will be constructed with a two inches diameter,

PVC, SCH 20.

Ifyou don't

have a ravine near the pond that can give a oontinuous

flow of watcr by

deviation, then you will need to put on a plastic liner for water retention at the pond.
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The plastic liner

will

need to be perforated for the overflow output pipe. Take good

care in doing this and for setting the plastic on the pond to avoid creating uneven side

slopes. You will need at least one foot plastic to overlap the banks around the pond.
The edges of this overlapping plastic will be covered with some soil after the pond is

filled with water. Try o do the perforated hole at the plastic for the pipe

so

it will be set

on tight and properly sealed. For avoiding some possible leakage around this area, you
can use mortar concrete.

pond. Avoid

kt

the plastic liner rest loosely on the bottom and sides of the

a tension that can break when the pond becomes

The pond can be frlled with rain water collected ftom a

filled with water.

roofofa nearby building or

house, or can be frlled with water from the line service. Although this water, usually,
comes with chlorine, most of

it will be lost in 24 hours. you can fill the pond, also,

with runoff water, but you will need to construct a basin before the water enters into the

pond. This basin wiil sedimenr The basin can be connected to the pond by pipes.
Figure 30.

run-offwatE

PVC pipe

basin

Level of watcr
Pond

sediment

Figure

30-

Filling

a pond

with runoff water.

Itr
t'--"--

See

l14

When the pond becomes frlled wittr water, you will need to cut a piece of pipe, three
inches diameter, PVC, SCI{ 20, for putting on rhe venical pipe two inches diameer

of

the overflow output pipe. Cut this pipe six inches longer than the venical pipe. See

Figure 31.

1

6 rl
I
surface water

#
t'

-t
I
I

I

I

f
3

I

t
I

I

PVC pipe,

I

bottom water

PVC pipe,3" diam.

t r---J
t

I

2' dtarn.

I

elbow, PVC,2'

Figure

31-

Construction of the overflow pipe of the pond.

This device will avoid the top water, that is richest in oxygen from overflowing.
Likewise, the bottom water, that is poorest in oxygen, will be forced out by overflow.
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When the pond becomes filled with water,

it is ready to

be fenilized for algae

growing. Algae growing will turn the pond's water green and is necessary for the
production of dissolved oxygen by photosynthesis. For fertilizing the water, you can

Add small amounts of either for

use manure, sludge or waste water from a biodigester.

three or four days until the water tums pale green. If you use manue, put it in a burlap
bag, which can be placed into the pond for avoiding

tubidity. When

the water turns

green, usually in one week, it is ready for fish growing.
The selected fish

When

I did this activity, I

selected the genus Tilapia because this fish is highly

tolerant to water condition and very suitable for tropical areas. I selected, specifically,
the Tilapia mossambique species, but there are several other species that can be
selected. This fish grows best in a water temperature above 60oF (best temperature in
the mid-eighties)

It is omnivorous and can achieve

100 grams

of weight in

seven

months without additional feed. Also, the fish is very proliferous in warm water. One

of the advantages of this fish is that it is

a

very active algae eater, thus minimizing the

cost for feeding. kr this way, the fishes can control an algae bloom in the pond. One
disadvantage is that fish produce growth-inhibiting metabolites as waste products, but

this can be controlled by water filtration or by growing it in a polyculture with sweet
water shrimp: Jrat eat the wastc rcsidues of the fishes.

Other fishes that can be cultured on the pond are cadsh and carps. Cadish can be

raised in polyculture with Tilapia for controlling the amount of small fishes that
competes for

food. As

square meter

of the pond's surface. (For this pond, it is about frfty to

fingerlings.)

a rule

of thumb, you can stock three or four fingerlings per
seventy
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Method for Harvesting the fishes

As our pond is not big enough, the harvest work is an easy task. Usually, Tilapia
get an edible size after eight month (150 gm.),

if

a supplementary diet was given in

addition of the basic algae feed. A net can be used for hawesting the fishes. Size
selection can be made by the size of the net's inrerweaving, catching only those that can

not go through the net and allowing the smallest ones to remain. In addition, fish can
be trapped in cages like the one showed in Figure

32.

'I\e

cage can be made of a wire

mesh. Thirry inches long by eight inches wide and high is an adequate size for the
cage. The conic shape at both enter sides of the cage

exit. Remember to keep a door

wi

let fishes enter the ner but not

at the top center of the cage for taking out the trapped

fishes. Best results are obtained when using a bait inside the cage. Tilapia likes bread
ltatrger
I

door

conicai shaPe

holes

Figure

32- A trap cage for fishes.

tL7
Srategies

-

Visit with the students an already established natural or anificial pond. Have

the students identify some of the organisms that live there and their
relationships to one another,

-

The selection of an appmpriate site for the construcdon of a pond is very
imponant. Try to select a clear area, free of nearby trees, rocks and too
muth vegetation that can make the pond construction difficult. Avoid shady
areas.

-

When the pond is finished, it is a good idea to plant some grass on the banks
around the pond to avoid erosion.

Do not stock more than three or four fingerlings per one square meter of
watet.
Try to buy all male fingerlings, to avoid intermating and overpopulation.

If you stock males and females, monitor and control to harvest the biggest
fishes.
If water tums brown or if you see fishes swimming at the surface with the
mouth up trying to get air, this is most probably a sign of a depletion of
dissolved oxygen in the water. Try one or more of the following:

.

Check water

pH. If acid, add some lime to get

a

nearby neutral pH (pH=7).

. Stop adding waste water or organic fertilizer.

If

you have a source of fresh water, let this water

flow continually to the pond, but at the enter side,
water should splash over the pond for getting
aerated

. Use an aerating device, a compressor can work, or
another device that makes bubbles or splash the
pond's water. You can also use a recirculation
pump, but again be certain that the entering water

pond. (Remember
to put a strainer at the water inlet pipe of the
splashes over the surface of the

pump-)
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. Ammonium is toxic to fish, in concentrations over
I part per million (ppm) (However, Tilapia can
resist 5 or 6 ppm of ammonium). It builds up on
waste water and from the waste residues of fishes.

Stock some water hyacinths on the pond's surface
to control it.

-

Water hyacinths can be used as additional food for fishes and for the
treatrnent of excessive waste water added to the pond, but keep a contolled
population of them. Water hyacinths reproduce very fast (doubles its
number in one week!) and too many of them can cover the surface of the
pond, preventing light from entering and thus, limiting algae growing. Even
more importantly, excessive water hyacinths interfere with the frsh
hawesting when you must use a net. Surplus of water hyacinths can be used
as raw material for the biodigester.

hecautions
Although fishes do not get Salmonella (sp., Chigella sp.) and other enterobacters

that may cause a disease to human beings, there is a possibility that they could
"transpon" other pathogenic gerns,

l*e Vibrio parahemiolyticw, in a passive way.

However, if fishes are harvested for human consumption, they will be exposed to high
temperatures during cooking before being eaten. The anaerobic process of the digester

kill most of pathogens during the fermentation periodWater from the pond should never be used for cooking, drinking or for refieational
purposes. In addition, people should thoroughly wash with soap and clean water after

working in the pond to harvest the fishcs, for maintenance labor of the pond, or for any
other reason. In this way, you avoid any risk of a possible skin infection (for more

information on Public Health problems related to waste water on pond, read Chapter
Five, pan one, of this work). Another assurance for safety is to keep the harvested
frshes alive on a basin frlled with fresh clean water (rain water or other not chlorinated

\vater) for one week prior to cooking.
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Major Government Agencies that Regulates Waste Recycling projects in
Puerto Rico
There are some government agencies with potential authority over product and water

quality when adopting a waste project used for the production of food and energy.
Although at this time govemment agencies are not fully equipped to regulate products,
as an example, vegetables

from

a hydroponic that uses waste water,

or fishes from a

pond that collect waste water (agricutural). This fact is understandable since
hydroponics and aquaculture using waste nutrient recycling methods are still in the
experimental stages in mainland and Puerto Rico.

Regulatory agencies have traditionally developed procedures to handle new
technology after they develop, rather than anticiapting what technology may develop in
the future. The analysis of legal and institutional aspects of product and water quality

must be based on existing agency policies which appear to be relevant to agricultural
products in general. Ongoing regulatory procedures for the use of reclaimed water
must be examine,C and extrapolated to use in hydroponics and aquaculture projects.

In general, policies which would affect rcgulations of product and water quality are
formuiated at the Federal level through congressional legislation. puerto Rico, with its
associated government unit, gives primary responsibilities for enforcing the policies
contained in the umbrella federal legislation. In puero Rico, the agency that deals with
such enforcing is the Environmenal Quality Board @QB).
Environme ntal Ouality Board fEOB)

The EQB is a regulatory agency deriving its powers from Act Number

9'

The board

of directors of EQB is composed of three associate memben and one altemate member.

A Chairman is appointed by ttre Governor from the associate members. The Chairman,
in turn, appoints a Vice Chairman. The alternate member has no vote on the board'
unless he is substituting for an associate member who is absent

Environmental Protection AgencJr (Federal Agency)
The EPA has some authoriry related to produce and water quality, control which is

primarily indirect or implemented by state (Puerto Rico) agencies @QB).

The Water Pollution Control Act Ammendments

of

1972 require the EPA

administrator to encourage the development of revenue producing waste treatment

facilities. Specific reference is made to recycling potential
the production of agriculture, silviculture

u

In the area of pesticides, EPA could have

sewage pollutrnts tfuough

aquaculturc products (Section 6.1).

a more

direct influence on crops produced

by aquaculture and hydroponics projects, under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and

Rodenticide

Act.

The control by registration of economic poisons or chemical

pesticides was originally given to the USDA. Under the 1970 Federal Reorganization

Plan, this responsibility was shifted to the

EPA. Under the pesticide

Residue

Ammendments of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the EpA now sets tolerances and

exemptions from tolerances for pesticide chemicals

in or on raw agricultural

commodities. Tolerances for specifrc pesticides chemicals for specific producs are
given and should be referred ro when it is known which pesticides wiII be used on
certain crops. If tolerances are exceeded, raw agricultural commodities marketed out

of

state would be considered adulterated under the Federal Food, Drug and C.osmetic Act,

and subjecr to seizure or condemnation by FDA egents. Other than by the prcviously

mentioned indircct relationships, the EPA has no direct authority to regulate products

from aquaculture and hy&oponics.
Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authoritv

PRASA provides for the collection, transport, and disposal of sewage sludge and
water treatment plant sludge generated on the Island- This sludge is generally disposed

of on site at the treatrnent facility. ln some cases, it is tansported to municipal landfills

for disposal.
Solid Waste Management Authority

The SWMA is an implementing agency deriving its power from Act Number 70.
The spirit of Act Number 70 is that SWMA is responsible for all solid waste transfer,
processing, resouce recovery and disposal. Since SWMA was created only recendy,

the solid waste management activities of the SWMA to date have been confined to
planning and developing solid waste resource recovery projecs. The responsibilities of

SWMA will be implemented in an orderly manner in future years.
Regulations for Solid Wastes

On September 12, 1980, the EQB approved the Regulation for the Control of
Hazardous and Nonhazardous Solid Waste

to ammend the existing regulation

promulgated on November 4, 1973. The regulation, as ammended, has been in effect
since November 13, 1980.

Under this regulation, complete control for hazardous and nonhazardous solid waste
pursuant to United States Environmental Protection Agency ruSEPA) regulations is

established. Somc of the mosr imporranr elEments of rhe regulation ar9 tlg tgchnigal
standards set forth for land disposal facilities that are directed toward the proterction

of

groundwater souces. The EQB approved these standards to protect ground water by

stipulating specific design requirements for hazardous solid waste landfills, surface
impoundmens, and land reatrnent facilities.

Full description of the regulations and ammendments are described under the
following titles:
1. Regulation

for the Conrol of Dangerous and Non-Dangerous Solid Wastes

2. Regulation on the Arca of Air, Water and Noise Quality
3. Certification

l,aw

4. Environmental Impact Declaration

Other State Agencies

There are other state agencies responsible for assaying and maintaining the quality

of

products sold in interstate cornmerce. State agencies with major responsibilities in the
general area of product quality are the United States Department of Agriculnre and the
Departrnent of Health.
The United States Department of Agricultr:re

The USDA has standards for fresh producc, red meat, and poulny marketed in
interstate commerce. Insp€ctions, however, are made purely on a macroscopic level to

determine

if

products are the prescribed size and are free from cenain amounts

of

defects. Grade and condition only are examine{ no chemical checks are made.
The USDA has special standards for crops produced in hothouses or greenhouses.

In panicular, sundards related to pducts to be gpwn in greenhouses would apply to
cucumbers, letnrce and tomatoes. On the basis of size, weight, maturity, form, color,

freshness, cleanliness and damage, the produce is assigned a certain United States

grade. Defects are scorable, but federal grades are not based on passage or rejection.
Inspections are made for gross, form or deformity, not for chemical or microbiological

contaminants. Funhermorc, inspection for federal grades is optional. Inspections are
made only at the rcquest of a shipper who wants to assure the receiver in another place

that the produce is, for example, US
used by the produce

#l

letnrce. The USDA greenhouse standards are

indusry to facilitate buying and selling rather than by regulatory

agencies as a means of quality

conrol.

Deoartment of Health

Prior to the creation of the EQB and SWMA, the Deparutent of Heal6 had all solid
waste regulatory and facility implementation authority on the Island, Currently, the

Department of Health only becomes involved with solid waste management when it is
asked to investigate health-related matters.

It primarily

investigates solid waste

problems that could cause health problems at abandoned sites. The Department of
Health usually receives calls related to solid waste before other agencies, since it has
numerous local ofiices throughout the Island. The Department conducts investigations
and then alerts the EQB

if

the problem cannot be adequately managed through contact

with responsible parties.
Department of Health and Human Services
Food and Drug Administration

This is a federal authority and concerns with products marketed in interstate
commerce deriving its power from the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act. Under

the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, dre Secretary of the Departrnent can set standards

identity, quality and

fill of containen for food, which is defined

as

of

"articles used for

food or drink for man or other animals". Specifically excepted, however, are standards
of quality for fresh or dried fruis or vegetables, which fall under the jurisdiction of the

Secretary of Agriculture. Thus, the Act refers to product quality primarily for
processed foods and others which are not considered produce.

The FDA does have the authority to prohibit the introduction into interstate
commerce of foods which are adultcrated. Adulterated foods include' but are not

limited to, foods which bear poisonous or deleterious substances which may be
injurious to health, consist of filttry or decomposed substances, or were prepared under
unsanitary conditions. Raw agricultural commodities are considered adulterated

if

pesticide chemicals, or "economic poisons" as defined by the Federal Insecticide
Pesticide and Rodenticide Act, are found as residues above &e legal tolerance levels set

by the EPA. Fon processed agricultural products, the food is not considered adulterated

if

pesticide chemical levels are within the tolerances set for coresponding raw

agriculoral commodities.
Federal agents are authorized to enter establishments where food entering interstate

commerce is being manufacture, processed, packed or held- After inspecting foods,
agents determine whether they are adulterated or in any components exceed standards

which may have been set by the Secreury or the Administrator of the EPA. If food is
found to be adulterated, the agents are empowercd

o

seize it, initiate court proceedings

and condemn it to be disposed of or destroyed- Inspections are not made on a routine
basis; rather, infrequent visis are made to the field and the majority of inspections. are
made at the point of shipment on a surveillance basis. Produce is checked for pesticide

residues and to determine whether the proper time period was allowed between
pesticide application and picking. Fish may be checked for mercury, other heavy
metals and pesticide residues. For cat-fish grown in reclaimed water, the FDA
indrcated that check for bacteria would probably be made.

One additional constraint on products grown using reclaimed water which could fall

under this federal Agency Authority is that of labeling restrictions' Considerirg
potential marketing problems for seafood grown in reclaimed waste water, one can
assume that the FDA would require distinct labels for producs grown in reclaimed

water. The Federal Fair Packaging and l,abeling Act give the authority to require fair
Iabeling of foods other than meat and poultry. According to this Act, the requirements

of

a label are

identification of the commodity with name and place of business of the

manufacturer, packer or distributor, plus a numerical listing of the net quantiry of its

contents. No mention is made of descriptions of product growing using reclaimed
waste water.
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Appendix fV

Preliminary Guidelines of the Science and Rural Technology Course

I\!&9PgssI9r
EI siguiente eurso ha sido disellado para j 6venes de Ia zona
rural-, Cubuy-Lomas, Can6vanas, Puerto Rico. El mi smo va dirigido
a una poblaci6n de ba.jo aprovechamiento acad6mico. El enfoque
de1 curso es ofrecer una visi6n integrada de 1os procesos naturales

y e1 modo en que estos pueden ser utilizados de una manera m6s
eficiente, Aden6s, con e1- uismo Los j6venes tendrdn 1a oportunidad de evaLuar 1as tdcnicas que se ofrecen, de modo gue puedan
pasar juicio entre aquellas que son producto de una invers i 6n de
capital intensivo versus otras producto de una labor intensiva.
E1 curso fue disellado para aproximadamente

treinta y seis

podria surgir la necesidad de que eL mismo
fuera extendido. Se inc luyen los objetivos esoecificos, activir
dades, recursos y materiales. Ademjis, como parte de la metodologia
semanas, no obstante

de enselfanza se incluyen:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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p.p.l,

SMUR,FIT TIBRAS
RJo

722-7191

de .anon

t27.275t

A.uia !'rdustrial Pa*

Cornpra y vcnta de
l.tes dc dunln,o

Km. 3.2 Bo. Suftidero

.OWENS ILLINOIS DE

705

Santutaa

8o. Oucbrad. brga
Car. 2 K]n. 145.7

.INTEREX CORPORATION
Compra y venta de plastico

vent de malales

Pda.26

Call. Pcdro d. Crst o

SEVEN.UP BOTruNG, CO.

Compra y venta de metales

y

74G622'

Toa

@mpra dc lat s dc rlumlnlo.

E5).2700

Gn

724.7EEo

@mpri y vcnta dc mctrles

Arlasco

CONZALEZ METAL SCRAP
Compra y venta d! aluminio.

INIERAMERICAN METALS

1104

Puerto Real. Faiardo

7&76?6

CORP.

d. rrctale

To. Bair

E6r-E005

HERNANDEZ METALS

[2s Palmas

SCORPIO RECYCUNG

SCORPIO RECYCUNG

u2421'

Ave,

santurcc

SCORPIO RECYCUNG

Colnpra y vcnta d€ m.tales

tl

Edit Plastic6n, S.linas
E21-1020

Cgmgra y venta de

8o. Bucatarle
Mardecltls. Ponca

FUNDICION HERNANDEZ
Compra y vanta de metales

Manatl

Rccupera: solv.ntcs lndusttialcs 65,1' I 090

Cgmpra

HonniSucros

T[n.l Mllltar

Ca.t. NUm.2, Km.

ENVIROSYSTEMS.

CONTAINER RECYCUNC
Div. ol Peprl Cola - Foncc
Compra de latas dc aluminio.

Comp.a y v.nta de metalcs

tal.

Punta Santiago. Humacao
721-5690

u9-2ta5/u94233

vidrio blanco. plAstico (Pm

Y

RECYCLERS- INC.

Santurce
Compra y v€nta

vidrio blanco, pldstlco (PET)

'lS|C

SAUNASCONVErT.lNC. Arcalndustrial
39.E

aluminio, vldrio
CONTAINER RECYCUNC
Div. o, Pepsi Cola - RJo Picdras
Cornpra de latas dc aluminio.

DtIECCtOIt

ILDTPI

.luminio, vidrio
Compra y venta dc
netales. can6n. pap.l

xEcocro

DE

.PUERTO RICO PLASTIC

Compra de plastlco lEDPTI.

PR-10 Krn.85.9, Arccibo
E7E-2375

ALMET CORPORATION

Rico

C.tt. l2l Km.

1.6

S.bana Granda
t?3-26tO

latas de alumlalo

mltal6

Callc Alcmany Sosa No.
Meyagricz

t
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Appropriate Technology Resources

- In the States
General
Natio_nal
for Appropriate Technology (NCAT)
Box 3838-Crnter
Butte, Montana 59701

Commisision on In temational Relations
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20418
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
US DeparOnent of Energy
OfEce of Energy Research
Washington, D.C. 20585
Sandia National Laboratories

Division 6223
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87185
Technical Information Branch
Solar Energy Research Institute
1617 Cole Boulevard
Golden, Colorado 8O101
The New Alchemv lnstitute
237 Harchville R6ad, East Falmouth
Massachusetts, 02536
Asociaci6n de los Nuevos Alquimistas
1176 Bryson City Rd.
Franklyn, NC 28734

On Hydroponics:

Peginners Guide to Hvdrooonics

James Sholto Douglass
1972, Stertng Publishing Co.

Two Park Avenue, New York, N.y.

10016

Hydroponic Food Production
Howard M. Resh
1978, Woodbridge hess Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 6189, Santa Barbara, Califomia 93l l I
"The Nurient Flow Technique", V.C. Mimeo 212
P.A. Schippers
long Island Horticultural Research Lab
C^omell University Agriculrure Experiment Station
39 Sound Avenue, River Head, N.y. I l90l
'-'-U._rg
Maijtain quality recirculated water in a fish culture system',
?{TaropSnicsro
ava able
from Dr. John H. Yopp

Fisheries Research Laboratorv

Southern Illinois Universiry,'Carbondale,

lL.

6290l

On Aquaculnre:

Allen, Tom
Universiry of Hawaii
Sea Grant Collese hogram
1000 Pope noarl, ltsti'zOs
Honolulu,
96822

Hl

Deparrnent of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
Marine laboratorv
P.O. Box 101, A6erdeen AB9 8D8, Scotland, U.K.
Pacffic Aquaculture Consulting

1zl43l Holt Ave
Santa Ana,

California 92705

American Fisheries Socieo
5410 Grosvenor Lane, Suire I l0
Bethesda, Maryland ?1814-2199

Integral Fish Foods, Inc.
715 South Sevendr Street
Grand Junction, Colorado 81501
Ort Vegetable Secds:

The Redwood City Seed Co.
Catalog of Uscful Plans
Box 361
Redwood Ciry, Califomia

Harris Moran Seed Co.
1155 Harkins Rd.
Salinas, Califomia 93901
Johnny' s Selected Seeds
Organic Seed and Clop Research
Albion, Maine M910
Seed

Center
Frank Poner
Route 3, Box 95
Wadesboro, Nonh Carolina 28170
On Insect Control:

Floriculture Insects and Related Pests Biology and Control
(Sec. 1) A.S. Gentille and P.T. Scanlon
Floragram, Univenity of Mass, Cooperative Extension Service
USDA, Amherst, Mass.

- In Puerto Rico
General:
Center for Energy and Environmental Research (CEER)

University of Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 00931
TeL (E09) 764-1779
Ohcina de Energla

Apanado 41089, Estaci6n Minillas
Santurce, Puerto Rico 00940
On Aquaculn:re:

CODREMAR (Corporaci6n para el desarrollo y adminisraci6n de los Recursos
Marinos, Lacustres y Fluviales de Puerto Rico)
Apdo.2629
Estaci6n Viejo San Juan
San Juan, P.R. 00903
Tel. (809) 725-72ffi
On Hydroponic:

Servicio de Extensi6n Agricola
Estaci6n Experimental
Universidad de Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, Pueno Rico 00923

-

In other

countries

Panamd (Aquaculture)

Ministerio de Desanollo Agropecuario
Apartado 5390, Santiago de Veraguas
Panamd 5, Panam{
Environmental Sanitation Information C-enter
Asian lnstitute of Technology
P.O. Box 2754

Bangkok l050l,Thailand

Cenre Technique Forcstier Tropical
Peche et Pisciculture

45 bis, Avenue de la BelleGabrielle
94130- Nogent- Sur- Marne- France
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Glossary
Aerobic- Kind of bacteria that needs air
Anaerobic digestion- The biological decomposition of organic wastes by bacteria that
can or must live without free oxygen.

.

Barch- Single quantity of raw mataial, not continuous.
Bio-chemical Oxygen Demand (BODF It is a measure of the weight of dissolved
oxygen consumed in biological processes that degrade organic matter found in a
water sample.

Biodegradable- Capable of being completely broken down by soil bacreria into simple
nanral elements. Food wastes are biodegradable/ plastics are not.

Biodigester- Tank in which anaerobic femrentation

takes place.

Biogas- The gaseous product obtained by the anaerobic fermentation of organic
materials. Since methane is the chief constitutient of biogas, ttre term is often lobsely
used as synonymous with methane.

Ol.[ ratio- The ratiq by weight, of carbon to niuogen.
Chemical Oxygen Demand (CODF Parameter of water quality which measures the
amounl of oxygen in parts per million (ppm) required to oxidize organic and
oxidizable inorganic compounds in a water sample.

Composting- The process of decomposing organic wastes such as food scraps, leaves
ard yard wastes into rich fenile soil. The end product is rich in soil nurients and is
used as mulch or fenilizer.

Conservation- Planned managemelt of a natural resource to prevent explitation,
destruction or neglecV the use of natural resources in a way that assures their
continuous availability to future generations.

Decompose- To b'reak down, come apart or change forrn
Detention Time Th9 average time that a material remains in the systeny' generally
calculated by dividing the total weight of material in the system by thE weiglit
removed per unit time (hour, day, week, etc.)

Digestion- The process by which complex organic molecules are broken down into
simpler moleculeV in this case the anaerobic process (fermentation) by which
bacteria accomplish this decomposition.

Effluent- The waste drained from

the digester after biogas production.

Ferrous metals- Metals such as iron or steel, including tin plated steel cans, white
goods such as refrigerators, stoves and washing machines. Generally Magnetic.
Food chain- a series of plants and animals linked by ttreir food relationships. A green
plant, a leaf-eating insect, and an insect eating bird would form a simple food chain.

Hydrogen Sulfrde (IlzSF An obnoxious gas emitting the odor of rotten eggs, found
as a result of anaeroic degradation.

Leacheate- Pollutants that leach tkough the soil. These pollutants can either be
suspended or dissolved solids that contaminate rain water as it courses over or seeps
through a land fill, sanitary or otherwise.
Mass

burn- Incineration of municipal

solid waste without any pre-processing.

Methane- The simplest hy&ocarbon, consisting of one carbon atom and four
hydrogen atoms (CtIa); a flammable, odorless gas.

Methanogenic- Having

the properry of producing methane.

Municipal Solid Waste- The combination of residential, commercial and industrial
waste generated by a municipality. Aiso refened to as solid waste, city garbage and
household rash.

soil-

Night

Human feces.

million (ppm)- A unit of chemical measurement used for reporting the levels
of trace materials (e.9., oxygen dissolved in water) or of an additive (e.g., formalin
or chlorox).

Pans per

pH-

A measure of relative acidity or alkalinity.

PVC- Polyvinyl

Chloride-

Recyclables- Materials that can be recycled such

as glass, paper, aluminum, scrap

metal, and certain plastics.

Recycling Center- A cenral facility where materials are collected for sorting and
transport to manufacturers for reuse

Refuse- A rash item, nrbbish.
Salmonella- Bacteria pathogenic to man

becaus€ they cause food poisoning.

SCH- Unit of measure for thickness.

On PVC pipes, SCH 20 refer to the sanitary
type pipe. SCH 40 refers to the pressure tlpe pipe.

Scavengers- A person that looks for recyclables at landfills.
Stabilized sludge- Waste that is freo of harmful organisms: the result of anaerobic
digestion.

TPD-

ton per day.
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Appendix VIII
Some Materiats that can be Used

M.tenal

%Moisrur.

Green garbage

1.0

Yrnh

6.0

ppr

N€wspapet

Garden de b,ris
White 6,
Averag€ rcfuse
Chick€a manua€
Steer manure (feparcd, tgltitizer)
St€er manure (iesh) n
Horse manute n
Swine manure !
Sheep manure '

Human udne
Human leces

Chicken rDanure (feshl

Source

7.0
24.8

for the Digester

%TorrI

VoLdl.

Soli&

Solid.
(% o, fS)

(ts

)

99.0
94.0
93.0
'r1 ,

%c

n.8

*.7

3.04

99.6

Q.6

U

97.1

&.6

0.05

47.0
99.5
53.6

6.0

9.3
7.3
9.8

927

.2

45.7

9.3

33.4
23.4

6.O

68.5

34.I

14.0
16.0
13.0
11.0

80.0
80.0

30.8
s7:5

EO-O

6.0
27.0

75.O
92.O

35-0

55.0

u.0
87.0
89.0
94.0
73.0
55.0

.7
.2

%N

0.

0.74

3.2
1.7

?.3

85.O -

3.8
3.8
14.4

rE.0

36.0-@.0

,_,

! Leckie et a1 (19?5).

t-

0.I
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Appendix IX
Amount of Water Needed per Type of Waste
Gas production from biogas plants is dependent upon the concentration of solids
the influent

in

slurry. A properly dilution of the manure used is a very important point to

take into account. The following table shows a suggested dilution requircments for
some animal manures.

Animal Type
Swine
(Growing/finishing)

Dilution

l:2.9

Dairy

l:1

Beef, 700Ib

1:2.5

Poulury (ayer)

l:8.3

Poultry (broiler)

l:10.2

Source: BOSTID No. 19 (1977).

as

manure/Manure+water
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Major Mineral Deficiencies on Plants and Other Troubles
INDICAT!{C

SYMPTOMS

A

ot

DEflqlENgT

l. SIow Irowlh, poor d.vclopEc,lt

and lighr

grccn

folia8E

or ydlorilh

2. Dull, abnorrD.lly darl g'tcn
lclvat. somedmc! wirh g"ay or
. ..
PUrPte drsaolorauont

NITROGEN

PI{OSPHOR.US

!. Mottlcd lowcr lcavcl whi(h larct
becomc brown and eppeet
lcorclred

POTASSIUM

a. Stuna.d phrirs wirh darl
criollcd

end

lcavcs

CALCIUM

5. Yelloe lealcr, dcl.vcd bloorning, _.nd dighr rp6rting rum.
ll)g tetcr
to whiae rnd finally
brown

6. Lcarcs ;cllow bctw(.all tha
follo8cd bt !!v€rc buming

MACNESIUM
vcing

IRON

7. Poor blootE and *ael growrh.
Lcavc! appear (hcclcrad

MANCANEJF.

t. I'cins tuming }cllow with dc:d
(orDing
.rcar
of-a purplc colour
ar laaf basaa

9. Brirllc ltemt
10. Srunred growth

SUI.PI{UN.
BORON

ZINC

Source: Douglas, S. (1959). Hydroponics, the Bengal System, Fifrh Edition,

Odord University

Press.

Other problems:
Chlorosis
This is a form of yellowing in plants. Too much shade can cause it, but generally
some nutritional deficiency is at the root of the problem,

If chlorosis develops in

an

otherwise healthy crop, one usually suspects a lack of iron and thc quantity of this
element should be slighty increased. Sometimes a shonage of nitrogen leads to loss

of

colour, while defiiciency of potassium or calcinm can cause drying, yellowing and
spouing of foliage.

Damping.off

-

During wet weather, especially, this disease kills a great quantity of plants.
Damping-off disease is caused by a fungus. Sometimes is carried on or in the seed,
which accounts for its occasional appearance. Moist conditions or a humid atrrosphere
are conductive to its development. The most effective remedy is to allow plenty

of

fresh air to reach the crop. Bordeaux or burgundy mixtures may also be applied.
Follow this instructions for the preparation of

a burgundy

mixture:

Burgundy mixture

lb. sulphate of copper
l-ll4lb. washing soda crystals
l0 gals. water
1

Dissolve the copper sulphate in about 7 gallons of the water, and the soda crysals in
the remaining 3 gallons. Add the soda solution to the sulphate solution and stir well.

-

Leaf-curl
This is an air-bome complaint, caused by a tiny insect known as the "thrips". Eggs

are laid by the females inside the tissues of the leaves, and the young pests which harch

out in four or five days begin to feed on the tender foliage. The actual parasite cannot
usually be located with the naked eye. Tobacco dust or decoction will kill the insects or
grubs, thus effectively stopping the trouble. Prepare as follows:
Tobacco Decoction

llb. waste or country tobacco
3 oz. ordinary bar soap
6 gals. water

Boil the tobacco in one gallon of water for half an hour, srain, then dissolve the
in the resulting liquid. Dilute with the rest of the water (5 gallons) and spray on

soap

affected areas, at intervals of a few days.

-

Staggers
Also known as foot-rot, this fungus attacks the base of the main stem. The tissues

shrivel up and the plant fall over as though it were intoxicated. This parasite ceases its
attention after the plants begin flowering. For a completc preventive , the cheshunt
compound can be used as follows:
Cheshunt Compound
I 1 pans carbonate of ammonia
2 pans sulphate of copper

Powder the copper sulphate and mix throughly with the carbonate of ammonia.
Place in a closely corrked glass or stone jar for twenty four hours, keeping away from
any metal receptacle, in a cool cupboard. Dissolve one ounce of the compound in 2
gallons of water and apply at fortnighdy intervals. It should be used without delay.

-

Blossom-end rot
For tomatoes, it is one of the most troublesome fruit rots. It is caused by a calcium

deficiency and is aggravated by any kind of drought stress on the plants. Calcium in
the form of finely ground dolomitric limestone

-

will help prevent blossom-end rcL

Insects
Aluminum foil, or black plastic with a thin coating of aluminum foil repels some

kinds of insects such as aphids. By repelling aphids, it reduces damage from diseises
they spread.

lay

the aluminum

foil at the base of

the

plans.
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